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EUGENIO MONTALE
A FIELD SYMPOSIUM

EUGENIO MONTALE: A
Montale's death

moved us

last fall at

FIELD

SYMPOSIUM
was the event that
genius. As in our pre-

the age of 84

to organize this tribute to his

vious symposia on particular poets (Wallace Stevens,

and Robert Francis,
favorite

Fall,

1981 ),

poems and write

Fall,

1979

,

we have asked other poets to pick

brief essays.

With Montale there

is

the

we are pleased that
our invitation has in some cases produced new versions of imporadditional consideration of translation, and

We

Reg Saner's and Charles
Wright's new versions of a Montale classic, "Dora Markus," a
poem that has been described as one of the most beautiful love
poems of all time.
It is especially fitting that Montale should be the subject of
the affectionate and expert commentary provided by the contant texts.

have, for example,

symposium, because he is not only a great poet
but a relatively difficult one. Hearing those who have read him
for years confess that they do not always understand him may
tributors to this

have the effect of relaxing newer readers somewhat, and learning which elements of his work enthusiasts have especially
treasured will help to focus attention in rewarding ways. The
results should be useful both to introduce the poet to those first
encountering him, and to refine the appreciation of those who
are returning to his poems.

Our

standard format for this kind of symposium is to provide the text of the poem and then follow it with the
essay. We
vary that here in one instance, with Charles Wright's
"Improvisations on Montale"
discusses.

which contains the texts of the poems

it

We

are not able to include the Italian texts of the
poems, but we make one exception, for the brief
"motet" that

James Merrill chooses for comment.
Readers whose appetites are whetted by the
poems quoted
and the enthusiasm of the commentators are
especially urged to
consult the New Directions Selected Poems by
various translators,
and the FIELD Translation Series' edition
,

of The Storm and Other

Poems, translated

by Charles Wright. Both books are

in print, in

cloth as well as paper.

To

a great

modern master,

this tribute. Hail

then, perhaps the last of them,

and farewell.
7

IN

THE GREENHOUSE

The lemon bushes overflowed
with the patter of mole paws,
the scythe shined
in its rosary of cautious

A

water drops.

dot, a ladybug,

ignited

upon the quince

berries

pony broke through,
rub-down — then the dream took

as the snort of a rearing

bored with his

Kidnapped, and weightless,

I

over.

was drenched

with you, your outline

was my hidden breath, your face
merged with my face, and the dark
idea of

God descended

amid heavenly
sounds, amid childish drums,
amid suspended globes of lightning

upon the

living few,

upon me, upon you, and over the lemons

.

.

.

translated by Charles

8

Wright

Sandra McPherson

"IN

I

THE GREENHOUSE"

do not "understand" Montale. But Eve had

a

conversation

going with one of his poems for three years. We've been talking

about

a

greenhouse.

I

Roethke about this particuwere few flowers. Montale started

couldn't talk to

greenhouse because in it
right out with "The lemon bushes overflowed." I said to the
gardener of this glasshouse atop the Chemistry Building in a
lar

Midwestern university,

"It's

nice to see a grapefruit this time of

"Oh

Ponderosa Lemon."
Montale mentioned a "rosary of cautious water drops." More of a
Protestant, I too wanted to say something holy; visiting that
greenhouse I'd admired from below for years, I felt, I said, that I
ran up its stairs like a person who had been around before Creayear." "Grapefruit?" he said,

tion but

that's a

who had been ignored by God. Montale imagined a mole;

maybe the pitiful pine tree which wasn't
doing so well was itself imagining an owl, was wishing the snow
were an owl. For there was a blizzard descending onto the steamy
glass. Montale saw a scythe; I wasn't thinking of death until
realized the snow could not survive in that greenhouse. didn't
think a greenhouse would make me feel sorry for the snow, but
I

thought, for an animal,

I

I

as the outsider

with the snow, with its limited
partnerships
it could be partners with only a few temperatures, a few latitudes, a few months. And Montale spoke about a
I

identified

—

strange blizzard: "the snort of a rearing pony broke through."
Maybe this is literal. But I think he is the pony "bored with his

rub-down"; he rears up from passivity to become a lover. In the
Chemistry Building greenhouse was a very sexy plant called a
zamia.

own

We

whistled at the zamia.

What

followed was Montale's

business:

Kidnapped, and weightless,
with you, your outline

I

was my hidden breath, your
merged with my face
.

.

was drenched
face

.

A swooning kind of darkness descended "upon me, upon you, and

9

over the lemons"
glass.

It

—

but you could see through

involved God, lightning, and "childish

smoked
drums." Whatit

like

was fulfilling and quite an inimitable sensation. Maybe
could my pre-God greenhouse turn white, with that cotton plant
opening and aiming back up at the snow? Would that be as hazing
ever,

it

as darkness?
living

few"

I

like

— what

the paradox of Montale highlighting "the
is

greenhouse

a

if

not the living many? In his

few survive. He and the lover merge and survive in
their likeness. In our winter greenhouse snow and cotton were
doubles. I worried about their mutual survival should the wind

dream

just a

force things.

Shared categories of association. But Montale shows — in
what all the most
so few lines and with next to no transitions
intense ones are: beauty, awe, life, sex, spirituality, and death. In
a small frame there are plants, animals, people, and supernatural

—

beings.

poem

When one

could be erotic, yet the

them

blurring between
for mystery.

I

W

is

literal level asserts itself too.

God

The

handled with an enthusiastic respect

lemon grove. And the
poem, on the other hand,

love Montale's stroboscopic

repercussions of

may

reads back to the beginning, each object in the

at the end.

be one of those lemons.

My

THE CUSTOM-HOUSE
You

don't

remember the custom-house

on the cliff's rim above the reef:
it has been waiting, deserted, ever since
that evening when your thoughts swarmed
and paused there, restlessly.

in

For years the southwest gales

have pummeled the aging walls

and your laugh no longer sounds
the compass has gone haywire,
the dice keep coming up wrong.

You

glad:

remember; other times distract
your memory; a thread ravels out.
I

don't

hold one end of

it still;

but the abandoned

house dwindles and its grimy weathercock
keeps up a pitiless spin.
I hold one end; but you remain alone,
your breath gone from this dark.

Oh

retreating horizon

where the

riding light

of the tanker so rarely shows!

Can
still

You

I

cross here? (Breakers

seethe on this crumbling coast.
don't

nor do

and

remember the house, or

.

.)

this,

my

night,

know who goes

I

who

remains.

translated by Vinio Rossi

and David Young

n

/

Jerome Mazzaro
"

THE CUSTOM-HOUSE" AND "LEMONS"

have argued the subtlety of Eugenio Montale's political voice. They have pointed out that in Le occasioni 1939
Montale's favorite animals are in opposition to or hiding
from
creatures representing degeneration. They have also suggested
that the poems "Verso Vienna" and "Verso Capua" may be read
as "Toward Anschluss" and "Toward Capitulation." At times, as
in
lncontro," they have argued affinity based on vocabulary,
style, and imagery. A phrase like "l'aria persa" invites evocations
Critics

(

of and comparisons to

Dante and

)

his use of "perso" in the In-

5 89 ). Montale's equally subtle use and evocations of myth,
individuation, and pluralism have received less notice. The lines,

ferno

un

(

:

s'addipana.

filo

out.

/

/

I

/

/

Ne tengo ancora un capo"

hold one end of

for instance, strike

me

it still),

as clearly

from "La casa

(a

thread ravels

dei doganieri,"

evoking Theseus, Ariadne, the

labyrinth, and an effort at individuation. Earlier, "I limoni" had

defined the thread as a kind of Gordian knot lodged at "the still
point of the world"
"il filo da disbrogliare che finalmente ci

—

mezzo

metta

/

would

finally

nel

una verita" (the thread to disentangle that
place one at the center of a truth). Labyrinths and
di

/

knots are both connected with descents into underworlds, memory, identity quests, and sin. Their successful resolutions
promise special knowledge, wealth, individuation, and salvation.

Their equivalents

and objects
terms with.
tions

The use
morphoses 8

counter,

:

is

in the

poetry of Montale are the ongoing emo-

that, like us, speaker after speaker

must come

Theseus and the minotaur Meta"La casa dei doganieri," to instance one en-

of Ovid's tale of

169 - 82

)

in

to

(

consistent with Montale's use of Ovid's Clizia ( 4 206 :

70 throughout

Le occasioni.

holidaymaker,"

who

)

like

The woman

of the

poem

is

"a

young

Ariadne dies young. Montale reports

that "for the short period she lived, she probably didn't even

notice
a

[his]

existence."

strapiombo

The "house" borders on

sulla scogliera"), recalling the

beast nature. Facing the house

72

means

wilds ("sul rialzo

minotaur's dual

survival.

man

Changes have

however, to a labyrinth of memory. For years, the
walls have been pounded by the southwest wind, and now
neither technology nor divination work: "the compass has gone
haywire and the dice keep coming up wrong." A thread guided
relegated

it,

/

him before, and he expects the woman's memory to provide a
thread out. Her failures recall St. Peter's three denials (Matthew
26:34, 75) and further isolate him from both his object (the
house) and his means of attaining it (her). In a reversal of cockcrow, darkness

— often associated with Clizia — arrives. Paro-

dying Ariadne's transformation, an oiltanker offers
Disoriented, the speaker wonders

passage

if

may

its

rare light.

lie

here.

The

answer is a clash of waves against an inaccessible cliff. The deserted house has anticipated his own desertion which reverses
that of Ovid's Ariadne. Reduced completely to subjectivity, he
can no longer distinguish who goes from who stays, and in the
midst of his inability to escape himself,
rescue from emotion readers

The

question,

myth provides what

feel.

varco e qui?," has, in addition, Dantean
echoes. Uses of the verb "varcare" in the Commedia are numerous,
but in the Purgatorio, Dante specifically brands Mathilda "la bella

donna che mi
the ford

"II

trasse

— 32:28).

al

varco" (the

Unlike the

who drew me across

fair lady

woman

she has aided individuation. She has

of "La casa dei doganieri,"

made

possible Dante's ref-

ormation by taking him across the river Lethe and removing his
painful memories. The link reinforces Montale's earlier use of
varco in Casa sul mare": "Penso che per piu non sia salvezza,
ma taluno sovverta ogni disegno, passi il varco, qual voile si
ritrovi" (I think that for the majority, there's no salvation,
but
someone can subvert every design, cross over, and discover the
i

/

/

/

/

self

he would

be).

The vocabulary

of "La casa dei doganieri" thus

reinforces failed individuation coevally as

conveys something
more provisional, and more exciting than the mythic
method of T. S. Eliot. Instead of "manipulating a continuous
parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity,"
Montale plays
it

softer,

upon memory's

ability to

work

by contrast, contiguity, and
cause-and-effect. He concentrates on idea and its
expression in
also

73

incident and word. Broadly echoing these aspects, he allows

he seems to acknowledge that one
can be redundant by asserting something totally contradictory as
well as by reasserting the same thing. Like William Carlos
specifics to alter. In so doing,

who

once said that the only way to be like Walt
Whitman was not to write like him, Montale affirms that only

Williams,

difference preserves equal status.

It

proliferates and captures in

reenactment the sincerity of the original.
This redundancy in myth has its rhetorical counterpart
the several voices that emerge in

poems

like "I

limoni" as

evidence of pluralism.

LEMONS
Listen, the poet laureates

move

among

only

those plants

with special names: boxwood privet, acanthus.
Myself,

I

like

the roads to grassy ditches

where urchins can reach
and catch

a

skinny

into drying puddles

eel;

the lanes along the banks

wind down through canebrakes
emerging in orchards, among the lemon
It's

better

fades and

when
is

the tumult of the birds

swallowed

you can hear, more

in the blue:

clearly, the rustle

of friendly branches in

still air,

the trace of this earthbound fragrance,

and an uneasy sweetness
rains in

your breast.

Here the war of distracting passions
comes to a marvelous truce,
here even we, the poor, hold

our share of the wealth:
the odor of the lemons.

74

trees.

in

more

you see, where things
abandon themselves and seem on the verge
In these silences,

of revealing their ultimate secrets,

sometimes we hope
to discover an error in

Nature

the world's dead spot, the ring that won't hold,
the thread

whose untangling

will finally take us

to the center of a truth.

The eye rummages in the landscape,
the mind inquires, arranges, dismantles
in the perfume that comes flooding
when the day has grown languid.
These are the
in

silences in

each estranging

which one sees

human shadow

some troubled God.
But the

illusion fails

and time

recalls us

where the sky appears
snatches, beyond the cornices.

to noisy cities

only in

Rain wearies the earth; winter's
tedium thickens upon the houses,

grows stingy, the soul goes bitter.
And then, one day, through a half-shut
light

among

gate,

the trees of a courtyard

the yellow lemons catch our eye

and the heart's frost thaws
while somewhere within us songs
begin to shower

from golden trumpets of sunlight.
translated by Vinio Rossi

and David Young

The poem

brings together the idyllic, elegiac, and contemplative
wellsprings of Montale's vision into what one
critic called a

"dialectic of sentiments.'' In contrast to the "\"
casa dei doganieri," the "we" who are permitted

and "tu" of "La

resurrection and

75

the poem's revelation of Last Judgment ("golden trumpets of
sunlight") appear to be a successful pairing. As in cubist art, truth
lies at

"the intersection of

loci

.

.

.

where

ences of differing sorts coincide" either
tersubjectivity" or in

in

several sense experi-

an existentialist "in-

Matthew

Arnold's being "true to one
another." At the onset, the poem's speaker feels the addressee

caught up more by "the poets laureate" than by him. Although
"bossi," "ligustri," and "acanti" evoke both Ovid and Vergil,
Renaissance and modern imitators of Vergil's Messianic Eclogue
(IV) and its golden age are the likely competition. Lemon trees to

which the speaker inclines were not known in classical times.
They were introduced to Europe during the Crusades. Better
than these poets, he, or even the birds, is the murmur of the
trees' friendly branches and "the meaning of this scent" that, like
Ovid's transformed Clizia 4 267 - 70 ), "knows not how to free
(

:

from earth." By this point in the second stanza, Montale has
begun to include the addressee impersonally in verb ("si ascolta"),
pronoun ("noi"), and adjective ("nostra"). By its address, the imitself

perative "vedi" at the beginning of the third stanza, however,

makes

clear a continuing division.

Like that of "La casa dei doganieri," the poem's prose-like

argument generates multiple reference systems.

"burden of
the past" exists, it does not unduly intimidate. Montale balances
pronoun disjunction (you, I, they) with differences in poetic and
prosaic traditions (lines 1-3

approaches (stanza one

vs.

vs.

4 - 10 )

and

idyllic

If a

and meditative

stanza two). These disjunctions ex-

tend through the impersonal relations of the third stanza

("si

aspetta," "ci," and "si vede"), despite the eye's replacing the ear in

the mind's probing, reconciling, disjoining, and recognizing "in

each estranging

human shadow

by such derangement can what

is

/

some troubled God." Only

so natural as to go unnoticed

be perceived and the knots which these perceptions disclose
be untangled. With the opening line of the

admits that the eye, too,
tangle them.

As

in

fails. It

last stanza,

Montale

perceives knots but cannot un-

"La casa dei doganieri," time (memory)

is

needed to bring the competing systems into meaning. Reverie
turns the poem's idyllic and meditative approaches elegiac/
prophetic and melds speaker and addressee into an us ("ci"). The
16

— unlike the paralyzing

"intersubjectivity" of this us ("in petto")
isolation of "La casa dei doganieri"

what disappointing

close.

— validates the work's some-

"The golden trumpets

of the sun/' as

Olga Ragusa's translation renders the last line, acts as less a
solution to a labyrinth and individuation than a passport to that
greater labyrinth which

W.

B.

Yeats called "the one great

memory, the memory of Nature herself," of which individual
memories comprise separate but conjoinable parts.
Given what Arnold saw as the collapse of religion, find the
pursuits of individuation in both poems enormously instructive.
The value they put on personal experience suits democratic
ideals at the same time the experience argues concrete universals
of larger issues. Deviations from myth or poetic idiom posit
sincerity by demonstrating that Montale"has used, and not been
I

used by words." His linking sincerity to"intersubjectivity" keeps
the

poems from becoming sentimental. His

—

zation

belief in joint reali-

the inability of one to be anything unless others

recognize him as such

—

aids individuation

by increasing the

which become fixed in the mind survive
both "the distortions of fantasy" and "the blank befogging of
forgetfulness." Not especially involved in salvation, these events
likelihood that events

evoke an individuation that

is

threefold:

it is

personal in that

it

integrates unconscious and conscious elements into a "coming to
self-hood or self-realization"; it is literary in that it integrates

poetry (unconscious) with that of others (conscious) in order
to achieve his identity in a literary tradition; and finally, it is
his

philosophical in that

it

shows human transience against

a

more

durable Reality. Important in each instance, as critics of labyrinths will argue, is the credibility and seriousness of the minotaur.

Without

and serious minotaur, labyrinths
dwindle into amusements. In a pluralistic world, Montale's
minotaur is the paralysis and confusion that equally attractive
a

credible

options generate.

Movement,

chance,

break through what

elan vital to

direction, will rely
is

on miracle,

often "the delusion of

the world as representation."

7

7

TWO IN TWILIGHT
A

watery brightness flows between you and me
here on the belvedere, distorting the profiles of the
and distorting your face.
It

hill,

plays across a flickering background, cuts off

from you your every gesture; comes on without
and leaves

way

in a

that

fills

a trace

every track, closing

in

over your footsteps:

you here with me,
it seals up

numbness

the

inside this fallen

of boulders.

And
from

air,

this force

turn back

I

which weighs down around

us, give in

to the witchcraft of recognizing nothing

me

in

that

is

outside myself:

if

my arm even an inch, the act
makes me something I'm not,
memory
unknown and shadowed

I

it

raise

shatters against glass,

its

no longer belongs
if

speak,

I

I

to me;

listen to

descending to

its

over, and the gesture

an astonished voice

farthest range,

or wasted, now, in the unsustaining

Thus, to the point that it resists
wasting away of the afternoon,
this
lifts

air.

until the last

bewilderment goes on; then a gust of wind
up the valleys again in a frenzied
and

sound
drifts from the foliage which scatters
in a fast-running smoke, and the first
jerking,

sketch

in

a tinkling

the quays.

.

drop

18

lights

lightly

between

us.

I

.

look at you

.

the

words

in the

quivering dusk. I'm not sure

that

know

I

you;

I

do

know

that

I

was never so

far apart

from you as now, in this late returning.
These few moments have burned away
everything for us: except for two faces, two masks

which carve on
two smiles.

their surfaces,

with

difficulty,

translated by Charles

Wright

19

David

St.

John

EUGENIO MONTALE'S "TWO

IN

TWILIGHT"

have always been reluctant to discuss in print the work of
Eugenio Montale. This is not because of any ambivalence I feel
about his poetry, but because it has, for many years, been for me
I

a place of sanctuary, a
tale's

work has always

my

literary clatter of

world of privacy

find consoling.

Mon-

me in a realm beyond the daily
and teacher. Still, am pleased

existed for

life

I

as a poet

I

by the attention Montale's work has received

in this

country, just

as I'm delighted that
in

he has been translated with such brilliance,
his poetry by William Arrowsmith and Charles Wright, and in

his prose

by Jonathan Galassi. Yet, what matters to

about Montale

is

my own

me most

quite private relationship with his

work, the intimacy I feel it can call up within me, and the influence I know it exerts upon my own sense of the emotional music
within my own poems. All this said, I would like to consider a

poem

of Montale's that holds for

me

that intimate and elliptical

architecture familiar to the best of his work, a

many of his poems,

a love

poem,

poem

that

in this case a failed-love

is,

like

poem.

It

an especially perceptive reader to find in Montale's
tenor and dramatic situation I have tried to make use of

will not take

poem

a

myself, which perhaps helps explain
to this particular

"Two

in

my long-standing attraction

poem.

Twilight" appears

in

Montale's La Bufera

Though

the book's third section, entitled Intermezzo).

was

first

published in 1943, G. Singh,

in his critical

e

Altro (in

the

work,

poem

Eugenio

from Montale's note on the poem, to
"a rough draft already existed as early as Septem-

Montale, quotes Montale,

the effect that,
ber, 1926.

I

recopied

Browning's 'Two

it,

giving

it

somewhat reminiscent

a title

of

words
where there were blank spaces or erasures. also removed two
superfluous verses. Thus
did what
would have done a long
time ago, had known that the draft could one day interest me."
This comes, in fact, as no surprise; the dramatic situation of
"Two In Twilight" echoes similar love poems from Montale's
in

the

Campagna' and

inserted a few
I

I

I

20

I

previous book of poems,

''Two In Twilight"

be Occasioni. In fact,

one can imagine

in its first draft state as a

kind of rehearsal

for the final staging of, for example, the familiar concerns of

Montale's "Mottetti," the latter being a more complex and sophisticated articulation of a similarly intimate yet metaphysically

The

rich landscape.

many

of Montale's poems,

whom

lover to

addressing.

is

In Twilight," as in

the profound sense of

he speaks, about

It is

"Two

core and axis of

this intimate

the other,

the

whom he meditates even while

address

that allows us to be held to them, as

if

in

the

so

many

of the

poems

poems themselves had

reached out to their readers with a lover's immediate and casual
intimacy.
In

Two In Twilight," the whole of the landscape

the speaker and his companion)

day

s

the

poem

close. Like the

caught

in the distorting light of

waning day, the exhausted affair is

at its end;

coda to the relationship, a final meeting of
which two people establish the unspoken final terms

is

the sort in

is

(including

in fact a

upon which they

At the beginning of the
poem, every motion, gesture, or movement by either the speaker
or his companion is simply a gesture cut off from any meaning,
any substance. The two are held in an irreal, almost hallucinatory
light
an underwater light playing over their faces as if they
were the drowned. In the oppressive atmosphere of their meetwill part for good.

—

they are sealed as within a bell jar. Yet, they are not only
estranged from each other; the events implicit to the poem
ing,

have

occasioned a self-estrangement as well. The speaker's own
voice
sounds, even to himself, disembodied, wasted, and
unsustainable. Then, confronted by the day's erasure,
transfixed by his own

and confused dissolution, the speaker is yanked back
into the world by a sudden gust of wind in
the valley below, and
spiritless

with

this small cathartic

frenzy (of wind, of spirit) to disrupt the
stale and stilled atmosphere, he is once
again able to regard outward, out of himself; he is able to notice
again the particulars of
the world, the first lights of evening
sketching in the outlines of
the piers in the harbor below. The
final stanza, in William Arrowsmith's translation,* reads:
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.

between

us.

I

.

.

the words

I

lightly

look at you in a soft

know
whether know you; know
quivering.

fall

don't

I

I

that never have

I

been so divided from you as in this late
returning. A few instants have scorched
all

of us:

all

but two faces, two

masks which, with

a struggle, carve

themselves

into a smile.

Now the speaker knows how separate and distinct he and his
and will remain; he knows how little he knows
her, if at all. There is no hope of any reconciliation, no possibility,
it seems, of even a literal recognition, for who is she is she the someone
I knew? the poem is forced to ask. Their life or their time together
has seared and scorched them in such a way that what was whole
and complete about them as human beings has been reduced to
the mere semblance of a life, of a person, of a face: they are again,
at the poem's conclusion, portrayed as partial beings, as simply
masks. In the small play which has been acted out in the course of
the poem, the players themselves have been slowly erased by a

companion

are,

,

past as failing as the light. All that remains
their masks,

upon which

image, the ultimate carving of the
the
I

the brief relief of

a cruel knife of light carves a final,

mutual smile of resignation and departure.
lifts

is

It is

human mask,

concluding

this

which, for me,

poem out of its pathos and into the realm of the exquisite.

find Montale's constant meditative poise, linked with his

urgent intimacy, unfailingly appealing and convincing.
tale's layers

they are to

of verbal seduction are to

some readers

If

Mon-

obfuscating,

me enthralling. Eugenio Montale has always been

me one of the few poets — like Yeats, like Stevens —

I

for

can return

to repeatedly as a source of imaginative replenishment, as a

source of mysterious delight.

1.

G. Singh, Eugenio Montale:

(Yale University Press, 1973),
2.

Critical

Study

of

His Poetry, Prose, and Criticism

153.

William Arrowsmith's translation of

Antaeus, Vol. 40/41.
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p.

A

“Two

In

Twilight" can be found

in

MOTTETTI
The

frog, first to try its

XVII

chords again

from the pond enclosing reeds and mist,
the rustle of the interwoven
carob trees where a cold sun
is

snuffing out

weak

rays, the

slow

drone of hornets

where

there's

own

its

in the

still

flowers

a little sap

—

the last sounds,
the bare

life

of the country.

One
and the hour

is

breath

extinguished: a sky

the color of slate prepares for the explosion
of death-thin horses, of flaming hooves.

Translated by

Dana

Gioia
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Dana

Gioia

FROM PASTORAL TO APOCALYPSE
The most remarkable

IN

MID-SENTENCE

aspect of Eugenio Montale's poetry

is

—

impossible to discuss meaningfully in translation
his use of
language. Montale's Italian is not only strong and strangely
beautiful.

It is

Reading

also strikingly original.

book, Ossi de Seppia (published

his

amazing

first

when he was still in his twenties) in

the context of the Italian poetry which preceded

it is

like

discover-

ing a copy of Wallace Stevens 'Harmonium after reading shelves of

Carl Sandburg. But while some of Montale's power vanishes
translation,

what

is

left is still

formidable, and

some

in

particular

strengths can be seen even more clearly, since the reader is not
dazzled by the splendor of the language. I would like to discuss

—

one of these features
his ability to surprise the reader, not by
any tricks, but by the overwhelming power of his vision. To make
the discussion specific

I

have chosen

short section of his se-

a

quence, The Motets.

Motet XVII begins with

a series of three

tryside, but they are not as they

seem

images of the coun-

at first glance visual

ages. Rather they are auditory impressions

im-

— what the poet imag-

ines there to be as he hears the croak of an unseen frog, the

and the drone of hornets. Therefore, although the reader is probably not aware of it yet, this landscape is
presented very subjectively. There is also a static quality to these
images which Montale emphasizes by conveying them in incomplete grammatical units
apposite phrases with verbs only in
rustle of tangled trees,

—

dependent clauses. (Indeed, as it will turn out, the entire first
stanza is one grammatically incomplete sentence.) This fragmentary syntax heightens both the immediacy of his description and the mysterious interdependency of the things he describes. The landscape surveyed is very meager. The setting sun is
cold and weak. The flowers are at the end of their season; the
hornets slow and hungry. The poet tries to summarize the landscape before him
try."

One

is

— "the last sounds,

the bare

tempted to pass over the

the mood, and yet

first

life

of the coun-

phrase quickly.

It

much to the poem except a heightening of
on some subliminal level the reader probably

doesn't seem to bring
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/

what the mysterious "last" is intended to imply. But
the puzzlement, if it comes at all, is momentary as the next
puzzles over

phrase brings this part of the

Up

to

now one

The language

is

to a satisfactory conclusion.

has read an effective but unsurprising poem.

exact, the

vincing, but there

poem

is

imagery well-chosen, the tone con-

nothing so far which distinguishes

it

from

a

hundred other modern poems about the sparse beauty of the Italian countryside. Now Montale suddenly works one of his characteristic surprises, taking the poem in a direction no one could
have foreseen, although one notices afterwards how carefully he

number of subtle ways.
The next section of the poem opens with a statement which
seems to bring the earlier images to an expected closure — "One
breath and the hour is extinguished." The tone of this statement is particularly authoritative in context, since it is the first
has prepared the reader in a

/

grammatically complete sentence the reader has heard so
the closure

is

deceptive.

nor the syntax to rest

Montale
at so

far.

But

meaning
conclusion. At this

will allow neither the

comfortable

a

juncture he places a colon, which in Montale can usually be taken
for an equal sign for

all

that has

come

before, the

whole which

more than the sum of its parts. Now
nature turns unnaturally ominous as the normally transparent
inevitably turns out to be

air

acquires a stone-like opacity

pares.

."
.

.

— "a sky

/

the color of slate pre-

"Prepares" seems an odd, unsettling word here, im-

some conscious, ulterior motive to the sky. One wants to
ask what is being prepared for, but there is no need. Quickly and
unexpectedly comes the answer
"the explosion of death-thin
plying

—

/

horses, of flaming hooves." "Explosion"

is

the right

word

for

these overpowering images that transform the poem from pastoral to apocalypse in mid-sentence. What do they mean? Are

they only metaphors for the sunset or an impending storm? Or
do they represent something more
a vision of death or even
the world's end? There is no time left to ask, and Montale offers

—

no subsequent paraphrase or abstraction to limit the resonance
of these images. All one is left with are the images themselves
violent, inhuman, and mysterious.

—

What

I

admire most about

this

and the other Motets

is

the
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mystery and awe they leave me with each time reread
them. Over the years I have come up with various explanations
for what is going on in them, but no explication adequately accounts for the depth of my response. Serious critics will consider
it unpardonably impressionistic of me to say so, but I value Monfeeling of

I

beyond the range of my comprehension, for
speaking to my senses and emotions in ways I can experience but
not fully understand. His work has become part of my world, not
merely another commentary on it.
tale for staying just
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MOTTETTI

VII

The black-white swooping
from telegraph pole to the sea
does not comfort your anguish on the pier,
nor bring you back where you no longer are.
of the martins

Already the thick wild elderberry

perfumes the

air;

this clearing

If

is

the drizzle thins.
a truce,

your dear threat consumes

it.

translated by

II

Irma Brandeis

saliscendi bianco e nero dei

balestrucci dal palo
del telegrafo al

non conforta
ne

ti

i

mare
tuoi crucci su lo scalo

riporta dove piu

Gia profuma

il

lo sterrato;

piovasco

Se
la

il

il

non

sambuco
si

sei.

fitto

su

dilegua.

chiarore e una tregua,

tua cara minaccia

la

consuma.
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James Merrill

"MOTTETTI

VIE'

A beloved already half angel, all the somnambulist gloamings and
bric-a-brac of the nineties,

"Mottetti/'

Where smoke

Montale shakes

to alertness in his

on scattered if not disintegrated
sound effects ("sambuco" to "consuma" is more anagram than
assonance), three or four hendecasyllabic columns have been left
standing. It's the morning after an earthquake: old vistas sparkle
in sun, redeemed by crisis.
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clears

—

IRIS

When
its

suddenly

St.

summer topples
them down low in

Martin's*

embers and shakes

Ontario's dark hearth

snapping of green pine cones

in the cinders

or the fumes of steeped poppies

and the bloody Face on the shroud
that separates me from you:
this and little else (if very
little is in fact your sign, a nod, in the struggle
goading me into the charnel house, my back
to the wall,

where the sapphires

of

heaven

and palm leaves and one-legged storks don't shut out
the brutal sight from the wretched
strayed Nestorian);
this

from the wreck of

now

is

my

how much

of

you gets here

people, and yours,

remind me of your
land which you've not seen; and I have
no other rosary to finger, no other flame
that the fires of frost

has assailed you,

if it's

not

this,

of berries and resin.

The hearts

of others are nothing like yours,

the lynx not like the striped tabby, beautiful,

hummingbird above the laurel;
but do you believe them the same breed, when you
stalking the

venture outside the sycamore's shade
or

maybe

that

mask on

the white cloth

has guided you, that image in crimson?

So that your work (a form born of
His) might bloom under new suns
Iris of Canaan, you were gone
in that nimbus of mistletoe and thornbush
Indian

summer.
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ushering your heart through the world's
nighttime, past the mirage
of desert flowers, your first kin.

If

you turn up,

here's

where you'd bring me, the arbor

of stripped vines, next to our river's
pier
St.

But

— and

the ferry does not

Martin's sun

is

come back

again,

blacked out.

won't be you should you return, your earthly
story has changed, you don't wait for
the

it

prow

at the crossing,

you have eyes for nothing, and have no
yesterdays no tomorrows;
because

His work (which translates

into yours) must

be kept going.

Translated by Sonia Raiziss and Alfredo de Palchi
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Sonia Raiziss

MONTALE'S "DREAM" POEM
on the whole so consistent in its reflection of
the "real" world and the other real world of the interior self that
one cannot readily choose an exemplar of his meditative manner.
As a matter of fact, I elected to talk about a poem that while conveying his style shows certain divergent aspects. It is at moments
more dazzling, if one dare use such a word in the context of this
dark, moody, controlled, and often hermetic poetry. Montale, of
Montale's poetry

is

course, has shorter pieces (e.g. the sequence of Mottetti) and those

done
of

in a lighter

much

of his

vein or displaying a

work

is

bemused

wit.

But the sound

"northern," deep and reverberant

like

the

sea he appeals to again

and again for lessons in wisdom. The
strong personal voice takes up the intense music of impersonal
nature in its more rugged phases.

The shadowed seasons

of the spirit as

to the natural seasons; the intricate

it is

acted

probing of a

upon and

reacts

human relation-

ship often in a one-sided dialog, are frequent characteristics of

method. They are evident in "Iris," representative of his subtilized molding of plastic lines with deliberate care into a sinuous
entity. He works by quiet moves alternating (or rather surprising
us) with abrupt gestures signaled by dashes or line breaks or
his

stanzaic irregularities. Half lights and changing placements collaborate to establish his meaning
not easily accessible. I think

—

of the painter Morandi, setting the

same or

similar vases

and

urns to catch

another sharp shading

in a

series of

However

a different light,

or

still

chromatic effects.
true

it is

to Montale's stylistic modalities

and thrusts of

thought, "Iris" suggests a passionate aspect of his poetry. That's
what I read into it. The feelings are somehow more voluble, the

language plunging as a heard cataract behind a hill or a
sullen
stand of trees. The poet permits himself a rush of suffering
in

the

effort to

understand another being. Or maybe in translating it,
experienced a headlong hurry of words and sensed an
unexI
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pected breaking away from the more usual reticence of emotion
and psychological modulations. Rare too are references to

symbols

religious

poetry that strikes

in a

foundly pantheistic

Even more curious

in its

me

as largely

and pro-

inherent and metaphoric leanings.

the fact that, according to Montale, this is
the only “oneiric" poem in the corpus of his work. He noted that
is

dreamed and then translated [the poem] from a nonexistent
tongue. am perhaps then more its medium than author." The
I

I

personage
1956)

the series

Iris (in

returns under the

—

hitleriana"

included in La Bufera

Finisterre,

name

e

Altro,

of Clizia in "La primavera

that "ulcerated" spring

which

before a tomorrow dawns without terror.

will

And

end

in

death

again scattered

religious images occur. "Iris" nevertheless unmistakably belongs
to the poet, for all the mystic ambiguities of the dream life, and

how we

live

it

and

how

it

lives us.

We have here a vivid, intimate

experience.

He

woman

describes a

vehement

poem

start of the

When
its

suddenly

embers

.

in

.

St.

a

caught breath:

a

is

Martin's

summer

in the cinders

and the bloody Face on the shroud
continues with

less

.

.

.

an ordeal of the senses, exposing the
familiar side of Montale's idiom:
a richness,

.

goading

me

to the wall,

frost"; "the lynx

not

.

in

the struggle

into the charnel house,
.

.

Precipitate details follow,
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topples

.

snapping of green pine cones

It

summer. The

setting of Indian

like

my

back

.

some pungent, some

lovely: "fires of

the striped tabby, beautiful,

/

stalking

hummingbird ..." — but none of these will "shut out
."
strayed Nestorian
the brutal sight from the wretched

the

/

/

.

Bewilderment and

a

implicit questions

toward the absent partner.

.

troubled yearning propel the particulars and

of Canaan,

you were gone
in the nimbus of mistletoe and thornbush
ushering your heart through the world's
Iris

nighttime

.

The poem moves on

.

.

to the resolution (without

remedy)

contemplative temper, but with a noticeably despairing

The

ing tone.

figure of the

drop of stormy

light

lightning pointing:

is

— as

I

woman
see

it

—

Markus"

in
.

.

St.

But

a

accept-

mysterious against a backwith a finger of intermittent

come

seems to
rhetorical address to the reader nor the

dream presence he acknowledges),
variously

if

more

is

she there, will she

be an actual "you" (not a

in a

number

of his

a

again.

persona

It

who

appears

poems: "The Storm," "Dora

.

Martin's sun

is

blacked out.

won't be you, should you return, your earthly
story has changed, you don't wait for
the

it

prow

at the crossing.

moderately long poem. But it has a syntactical beat and gasp
reminiscent of Arsenio and especially "The Eel," the latter one
of Montale's most celebrated poems, written to be read without
It is

a

full

punctuation stops,

de force

in a single accelerated exhalation, a

Montale translators have tried. "Iris"
rather more paced and resigned, and the hope here
all

is

tour

of course

not of regeneration as for the eel writhing through mud, across dry
brooks, and swimming back from the Baltic to its spawning
place,
but of human duty to a life s work, another kind of regeneration:
is

measured persistence, one key to the poet's own career of a
compact but singularly important output, and an essential of
his
a

work.
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What then drew me

to this

poem was

his idiosyncratic

"Mon-

—

talian" approach to nature, people, places
philosophical, internalized, at moments metaphysical
but in this instance

—

somehow

strangely urgent. There

toward woman as (Dantean?) idea
and ultimate withdrawal.

is
.

.

poignancy

in

the straining

withheld by distance, time

The deep-pitched and resonant timbre of most of his poetry is
like his own withdrawn demeanor and his own
baritone voice
which we heard on tapes* brought

New

York reading of
translations in 1961 at The Poetry Center and which had the
privilege of hearing personally in Milan years later. There was
the same muted but attentive plainspoken quality evocative of
for a

I

his lines that yet allows the echoic crackling of his intellect

impassioned seriousness to touch the reader, the

The poem
Montale

is

thus illustrative not so

much

and

listener.

of another facet of

one variation of the visionary sternness, both of
material and style
elusive, far-reaching, at the same time
closely watchful and concentrated. Two of the major stresses
that underscore the power of his work run dark and light
through Iris recollection and renewal, their exaltation tinged
with pessimism. Loss by separation or alienation, fervently told
in this poem, is apparently to be endured with disciplined
as of

—

:

The compensation is surviving still faithful to oneself
he was to his own nature in a sort of self-contained exile in

patience.
as

Florence through World
dignified

way

War II, vis-a-vis the Fascists. He lived his

modestly

and observing steadfastly the natural or human happenings that fell under his intelligent gaze. The resulting unaffected but nuanced diction can
be dense, sometimes harsh when the scene is dour; the meaning
in a

oblique or doubling back on
istic,

itself;

apart,

the mood, as here, often fatal-

existential.

The taping was arranged
Robert Lowell,
'Imitations/
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full life,

who

Milan by my co-translator at the suggestion of
introduced the reading and gave several of his Montale
in

NEWS FROM MOUNT AMIATA
Bad weather's fireworks become
the beehives'
of evening.

murmur

at the

other end

The room has wormy beams

and the smell of melons

up through the planks. Delicate
smoke signals, rising from a valley
of gnomes and mushrooms toward the summit's
diaphanous cone, cloud up the pane,
and I write you from here, from this distant
table, from the honeycomb cell
floats

of a sphere hurtling through space

—

and the hooded cages, the fireplace

where chestnuts explode, the veins
of mold and saltpeter, are the frame
into which you'll soon burst. The life
that stories you is still too short
if it contains you! The gleaming background
highlights your icon. Outside
*

*

it

rains.

*

only you could have followed
the brittle architecture,
If

blackened by time and coalsmoke,
the square courtyards, centered

on almost bottomless

have followed

wells; could

the muffled passage of nightflying

and in the deep ravine,
the mirrored glitter of the galaxy,
dressing for almost any wound
But the step that echoes through the dark
birds,

.

.

.

belongs to the solitary one, who sees
only this crumbling of arches, shadows, folds.
The stars are quilted too subtly.
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the campanile's eye
at

a

two

is

stuck

even the creepers make
tangle of climbing shadows,
o'clock,

their fragrance bitter with loss.

Come

back, north wind,

come

colder tomorrow,

shatter the sandstone's ancient hands,
scatter the books of hours in the attics,

make everything

a tranquil lens,

dominion, prison of a sense
free of despair! Return,
cold wind, endear our chains to us,
and seal the spores of the possible!
little

The

streets are too narrow, black

clattering single

magnesium

Oh

file,

flares

donkeys

strike sparks,

on hidden peaks

reply.

the trickle that drips, so slowly,

from dark houses, time become water,
the long conversation with the meager dead,
the ashes, the long, delaying wind,

and death, the
*

*

living death!

*

This Christian brawl with

its

shadowy words, its mere lament,
what does it bring you from me? Less
than the midstream, that burrows softly
in its concrete sluice, tears away.

A

millwheel, an old log: the world's

A

heap of straw
breaks up: and coming late
last

boundaries.

wed my

your deep
sleep that greets them, the porcupines
drink from a thread of pity.
to

vigil to

Translated by

David Young and Vinio Rossi
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David Young

THE POEM THAT TOOK THE PLACE OF A MOUNTAIN

A

good poem

home

mediately at

some part

is

Some we enter and are imhowever we may come and go,

a little world.

in; it's

as

if,

of us always belongs to that world.

I

had such

a re-

sponse to "Notizie dalF Amiata" in the early nineteen-sixties, and
in
it

order to
in the

make

more homey

it

mirror of

my own

I

translated

language.

it,

When

so that

the

I

could see

New Directions

had two more mirrors, by Irma Brandeis
and Robert Lowell, and, when a friend gave me George Kay's
book of Montale translations (published in Edinburgh and later
to be the Penguin edition), yet another. I naturally prefer my own

Selected

Poems appeared,

I

version to the others, and will discuss the

an interested reader

will

want

poem in terms of it, but

to consult the other versions too,

on the ground that four mirrors are better than one.
Montale's strategy, again and again, is to be precise about
detail and vague about situation and character. His little worlds
combine great immediacy with unanswerable questions. They
gravely mime our lives, brimming with sense data but troubled
about direction, ultimate meaning. The resultant combination of
pleasing and troubling is a modernist flavor that doesn't suit
every appetite. For

my

part, as

I

say,

Precise detail, vague situation.

writing?
of

all

He

is

in a

room

in the

sorts of impressions

it

was

love at first sight.

To whom

the speaker

is

mountains where he

is

conscious

— weather, time of day, rustic archi-

odor of melons from the cellar, chestnuts on the
but he does not tell us enough about the "you" he is

tecture, the

hearth

—

addressing to enable us to decide whether the poem is an ironic
prayer, a hopeless love letter, or a very strange way for a poet to
address a reader.

I

think

we

are

meant

to settle for

some combi-

nation of these possibilities, each reader coming up with a

compound. Some major clues: the "you" is
someone the speaker can write to, though the emphasis is on
their separation and the resulting melancholy; the "you"
has an
slightly different

icon (which could of course just be a snapshot
table)

and

is

a

fabulous subject for

life

on the writing
(the word I have translated
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as

"stories"

is

"affabula," rendered

as

"enfables" by Irma

Brandeis, as "legendary" by Lowell, and as "fables" by
George
Kay); if the "Christian brawl" is a struggle to believe,
then the
prayer elements of the poem are brought to the foreground;
if it
is

history, one's

offer,

own

time and what

then the more secular

stronger.

What seems most

it

does and doesn't have to

possibility, the love letter,

accurate to claim

is

comes up

that the

poem

takes off from

two rhetorical models, prayer and letter, because
it wants to combine possibilities of both.
Add to this that a poem
is always in some sense addressed to its
readers, so that the
reader can assume the role of "you" (or "thou," the poem is in
second person familiar), and you have a fascinating triad of possibilities.

The poem's structure
lated landscapes or

little

is

triadic too;

worlds.

The

it

consists of three re-

first

is

attractive

and

mysterious, coherent enough to be a "frame" and inspire a prayer
or a letter. It draws us in and opens our imaginations by its range
of scale,

hurtling

from melons and mushrooms

—

rocketed

to the earth as a sphere

"lanciata," rendered also as "launched" (Brandeis),

(Lowell), and "hurled" (Kay)

—

through space. The
of direct encounter with

excitement includes the possibility
you but then trails off into more doubtful assertions and
another observation about the weather: the fireworks have
gone, the rain remains.

The second

section

change and decay.

is

larger in scope and

more

affected by

holds out no hope of "you" arriving on the
scene, but only wistfully reviews what kind of meaning might
It

have been achieved by "your" presence. The tense is a kind of
past subjunctive — other translators have "Could you but see"
(Brandeis) and "And would it were you who followed" (Kay),
while Lowell just gives up on this little refinement — and the
sense of resignation modulates to an apocalyptic despair, a call
for the destruction of hope and possibility. I suppose this section
can be accused of melodrama, but it has good company: Eliot,
Jeffers,

Yeats.

I

also hear echoes of Shakespeare: Macbeth's

Even till destruction sicken," Lear's "Crack nature's molds,
germains spill at once," Northumberland in 2 Henry IV:
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all

And let
To feed

this

world no longer be

contention

a stage

in a lingering act;

But let one spirit of the first-born Cain
Reign in all bosoms, that, each heart being set
On bloody courses, the rude scene may end.

And darkness
More
poem

be the burier of the dead.

development of the
as an effective night-piece, a spreading out of the world of
the first section that takes in perspectives, urban and rural,
where human solitude and loss can be effectively evoked and
framed. The sense of trying to find one's way in metaphoric and
literal dark is richly evoked here, and the specificity of the poem's
world is what holds our attention and captures our emotions.
The third section combines qualities of the first two, both
tonally and in its images. It attempts a summary but is distracted,
apparently, by more details. Its movement completes a kind of
sonata structure, an andante, perhaps, to follow the allegro of the
first section and the largo of the second. The rain of the opening
section and the trickle, "time become water," of the middle
to the point,

movement

think,

I

is

this section's

are here transformed into the millstream and "thread

which the nocturnal porcupines quench their thirst.
The oddly hopeful note struck in this section comes not from any
better contact between the speaker and "you," but from the amof pity" at

biguous animal vigor of those porcupines. They survive the
brawl and the "mere lament," and they somehow marry the
concern of the speaker and the apparent indifference of the
"you," the necessary opposites of anxious vigil and healing sleep.

The porcupines
at least,

mind darkness and solitude. Life, their life
seems to me almost indubitable that these

don't

goes on.

It

night-visitors are the source of the similarly treated skunks in
Lowell's "Skunk Hour." He may have had his problems translat-

poem, but he took its splendid closure and made it over
for one of his own best poems.
As I look back over the poem as a whole, am struck by one
more thing about it: its effectiveness as a nocturne is based in
great part on its handling of light, the "flashes and dedications,"
ing this

I
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to

borrow from another Montale

that light

its dark night of
the soul with brief but heartening gleams
and glimmers. The
distant lightning of the opening, along with
the glow of the
hearth, is answered in the second section by the
"mirrored glitter
of the galaxy, the sparks struck by the donkeys'
hooves, and the
mysterious flares from "hidden peaks." We seem to
move from

title,

dusk to deep night, and the third section, with only
the
speaker awake and almost no light at all, still has enough
illumilate

nation to allow one to make out the debris and the
porcupines as
they arrive to drink. Is it my imagination that makes
that thread
of pity glitter in the starlight, or allows me to imagine
the gradual
arrival of dawn on this scene? Perhaps, but
Montale clearly invites this kind of participation and speculation. That
is one secret
of his success.

And

finally, this: in the

summer

when I had an opportunity to visit Italy, an ad for an Italian farmhouse in an
obscure part of Tuscany caught my eye because it
mentioned
vicinity of Mt. Amiata." That was enough; I had an
opportunity
of 1979,

to visit a favorite

poem, or one of its sources, as one can visit
Tintern Abbey or East Coker or Macchu Picchu. I wasn't disappointed. The mountains are refreshing and remote. Chestnut
forests are everywhere, and they have mushrooms
if not
gnomes. The architecture of the little towns — Montelaterone
and modest cities
Arcidosso — does indeed feature brittle
architecture, wells with courtyards, and

narrow streets that become details of the poem. Even the great wine made in that area,
Brunello, seemed to me to have the dark, rich flavor associate
with this poem. All of this is not to say that verification of detail
I

is

necessary or even useful to

lustrate
led

me

how

to a

a

poem

like this. It

il-

and enhances it. Loving the poem
translation, to other poems, to other translations, and

wards from
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rather to

art invades life

finally to the landscape that partly inspired

is

is

my long

by way of

a

it.

love affair with "Notizie

modest attempt

at

I

have had

dall'

repayment.

rich re-

Amiata." This

DORA MARKUS
1

.

It

at

was where the wooden

pier

Porto Corsini juts into open sea

and one or two men,

all

but motionless, cast out

With a wave
the hand you signaled toward the other shore,

or haul in their nets.
of

invisible,

your true country.

Then we followed

the canal far as the docks

of a city glittering soot,

where an
memory.

there in marshflats,

sank out of

And

here where an ancient

stipples

inert springtime

life

with pleasant uncertainties

brought from the East
your words prismed color like scales
on a mullet, stranded and dying.

Your

who

restlessness reminds

me

of migrant birds

hurl against lighthouses

—

during evening gales
stormy as even your sweetness
eddied with hidden swirls. And your calms,
rarer than those of the sea.

How

you hold

out,

day to day

utterly spent, within a heart
like a lake of

indifference

do not know. Saved
perhaps by some amulet
I

kept next to your

eye-shadow
of ivory.

lipstick,

white mouse
that way!

nail-file: a

Making

it
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2

.

Home

by

now

your Carinthia
of the flowering myrtle and ponds
you lean from the bank
in

to study the timid nibbling of carp

among branching

or

follow dusk catching
in

lime trees, thick pinnacles,
fire

the flare of waterfront awnings

and budget

As

hotels, flashing off water.

twilight lengthens through harbor mist

mixing with engine-chug,

it

carries nothing

but goose-squabbles and an interior

snow-white with china speaks into the dark
tarnish of a mirror that saw you
once very differently

wanderings

a tale of mistakes, of

unshaken, and inscribes

where no erasure can

Your
in

it

reach.

legend, Dora! But already written

those sidewhiskered

men

looking haughty

and feeble from their grand portraits
gilt-edged and echoing
within every chord uttered
by the cracked keyboard as the hour
darkens and latens.
It's

written there.

The evergreen

laurel leaves used in the kitchen

persist like a voice,

Ravenna's

a

long

way

within

off,
it

There's no giving up

voice

or legend, or destiny

But

it

grows

late.

.

.

brute credo

want from you?

poison gathers. What's
a

a

.

Always

later.

translated by Reg Saner
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Reg Saner

MONTALE AND THE OUTSIDER: "DORA MARKUS"
Years back, studying

Italian,

modern poetry simultaneously:

a

I

arrived at Montale and

congruence. Having reached

through anthology-centuries of Petrarchan diction, I
understood Montale's program for punishing the audience, his
his style

perverse equation of poetry with sewers: his anti-poetic. Understanding the bracing effects of a hard-nosed approach is one
thing; genuinely to enjoy

it,

birch twigs and bathing in

another. Like lashing yourself with

snow

—

you mean

to sample those

someday, maybe.
"Dora Markus," compared with the few other Montale
pieces I then knew seemed less Spartan. A woman, a story line.
virtues,

.

.

.

Not so theoretically admirable as much else in Montale, but far
more emotionally accessible than "Chrysalis," say, or "Eastbourne," or "Hitlerian Spring."

On

was tantalized, wanting to learn more
about Dora Markus. Who was she "in real life"? What happened
to her? Biographers said Montale never met the woman, knew
first

readings

I

her only as a pair of legs in a photo, wrote the
challenge, added part

two

first

part as a

a full thirteen years later. Disillusion-

you believe facts equal the truth.
To this day I remain impressed by Montale's economy of
means in the poem. Part one tells us nothing of Dora's body or
face or hair. Her single gesture consists of "a wave/
of the hand"
signaling toward somewhere unseen. Part two continues
this
ing ..

if

.

obliquity,

Dora

s

which, through physical setting, implies not only
past but her future. The restlessness, nervous
exhaus-

tion, pathetic reliance

destructive birds

—

on the edge, cut

all

off

on

charmed ivory, likeness to selfreinforce our guess-work about a woman
from an invisible elsewhere, her "true
a bit of

country."

Each succeeding stanza of part one is dominated by an
image
significant as the signaling hand. In the second
stanza Montale's
glance at Ravenna
stipples

late-Roman mosaics "where an ancient life/
with pleasant uncertainties/ brought from the East"
is
s
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traduced by the aggressively anti-romantic colorations on a
dying fish. From the next stanza's birds we pass to a detail

famous

as

any

poetry

in Italian

—

the white mouse, symbol of

Dora's vulnerability.

This

brilliant indirection of part

two or three meager

one

tricks us into mistaking

some middle-European sophisticate whom Montale "must've really known."
Part two continues the water imagery of part one, but with a
crepuscular mood more like Gozzano than Montale. Yet its placid
dusk effectively sets off the poem's ominous closure. How cunhints for

ningly the second stanza modulates!

— from innocuous "goose-

squabbles" and "an interior/ snow-white with china" to a mirror
whose tarnish accords with Dora's own change: "a tale of mistakes, of

wanderings

Dora Markus

/

unshaken."

Our hunch

that the errant

being almost subliminaily associated with wanderings of the Jewish race receives support from stanzas three
is

and four. Dora's "legend," it may be, is both personal and racial
a character and heritage pre-figured in "grand portraits/ gilt-

—

edged," looking

as variations of

one

written there." What, exactly,

"It's

voice

down

is

it

"Ravenna's

is

that "there's no giving up?"
a

long

way

face, theirs

And whose

written?

Why

and hers.

does

it

off"? In time, thus in safety

matter

from the

"brute credo" where "poison gathers"?

True Europeans

of 1939

would hardly have

to be veiled in Delphic obscurity. After

felt

the answers

Montale himself lose a job at the Gabinetto Vieusseux, in Florence, through
not being a fascist? Within the poem, however, specific sources
of threat matter less than the deepening, postponeless fatality.
More important still, Montale in an untypical poem has, typically, told

us far less than

is

parola,"

you,/

didn't

we know about Dora Markus. Has told

us more, through her, of himself.

Dora

all,

an aspect of Montale.

Which

One

is

to say the "outsider"

thinks of

which ends with the famous "Today

Who we

are

not,

what we

don't

"Non

this

chiederci

we can tell
poet who sup-

is all

want"; of the

poses that "perhaps one morning," turning round,
sight of a miracle,

—

the void

felt daily at his

la

he'll

catch

back. Recalling

Dora's gesture toward an unseen shore, her "true country," one
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thinks of "Casa sul Mare/' in which the speaker stands

"where
travels end/' at the sea's edge speculating that perhaps for some
there is a beyond to cross over to, and enter. "And maybe you
could, who knows, not me." Adding that although for him the
road ends where we see it end, at the water's edge, maybe others
can go further.

To

their scant chances he offers his "niggardly

hope."

But the closure of "Dora Markus" virtually guarantees
Dora s marginality. And for the marginal person of such a
Europe, "the trip ends here." Yet Montale's greatness arises from
his astonishing faith in his

ment. As

if,

with

a certain

own

marginality, his very estrange-

American

poet, he "knew the eccentric

to be the base of design."

"Even tomorrow," Montale commented, "the important
voices will be those of the artists who, through their voice of
isolated people, will let [the world] hear an echo of the fatal isolation of every one of us. In this sense, only those who
are isolated speak; the others

— the people of mass communication —

repeat, echo, vulgarize, the poets' words,

words

of faith but

may someday perhaps

which are today not
be so."
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IMPROVISATIONS ON MONTALE
I

TO

VISIT
Past

Madonna

FADIN’

Orto then under the galleries which
run through the center of town
turned at last up
the ramp which led to the hospital arriving soon
afterward where the patient had not been expecting to see me: on the balcony with the incurables
dell

l

taking the sun.

and didn't seem

He caught

me

sight of

at all surprised.

He

still

cut short recently barbered: the face

hollower flushing red

at

immediately

had

his hair

however was

the cheekbones: the eves

were beginning to blear into a
had come without warning and on a

as beautiful as before

deeper halo.

I

bad day: not even his Carlina

had been able

The

the angelic musician

be there.

to

was empty and scattered along the coast

sea below

were the marzipan architectures
Last stop of the voyage:

many

of

of the

newly

rich.

your occasional com-

panions (workmen clerks hairdressers' had already

gone down ahead of you noiselessly vanishing
from their beds. ou had brought many books with
you and had put them in the place you used to reserve for your battered knapsack: old books no

longer

in

except for one small volume of

style

had taken once and that now will remain with me as we had then guessed without

poetry that
saying

Of

l

so.

the conversation

need

l

remember nothing Certainly he

up any of the deeper matters
the universal ones he who had always lived in a
human way that is to say simply and silently. Exit

didn’t

4c

to bring

Fadin.

And

to say

now

that

you are no longer here

you have entered
that the one we move

to say only that

is

of things, in

comers, as insane as

a different
in here,

order

we

late-

seems to our way of thinking the only one in which "god" can spread out all of
his possibilities, become known and recognized
within the framework of an assumption whose significance we do not understand. (Even he, then,
would have need of us? If that's a blasphemy, well,
it's

it is,

certainly not our worst.)

Always

to be

among

counts, even

if

the

first,

and to know,

this

is

what

the why of the play escapes us.

He

who has had from you this great lesson of daily decency
most difficult of virtues) can wait without haste
the book of your relics. Your word, perhaps, was

(the
for

not

among

those that are written down.

Visit to Fadin," stylistically,

normal range he

is

very atypical Montale. In his

Dantescan, shifting belief over to the realm
of the image, the simple message over into complex
metaphor. By
this shift in emphasis, language becomes
religious and 'god' be-

comes

is

a possibility;

we

begin to try to approximate the divine
through language. That this is not happening in "Fadin"
points
out its 'normal' occurrence elsewhere in Montale's
canon. For it
does become canonical, in its way and structure.

Most
is

of Montale's

poems are wise imagistically. "Visit
wise expositionally. The exposition is the object.
It

tains

one of

my

favorite

Montale sentences:

verbal definition. Everything in the

Fadin and the speaker both enter
Fadin's

a

poem

is

to Fadin"
also con-

Exit Fadin.

Precise

exact.

"different order of things."

of ivory, Montale's regret. Both become
assimilated,
but in different intensities and at different
layers.
is
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“Of the conversation I remember nothing/ And then proceeds to
tell us about their many conversations over the years. Which is
what he (Montale) has to tell us — that being decent people is
what counts. Poems don't count (unless they help us to be that
way), fame doesn't count (unless it helps to further that cause
7

among

'nothing matters but the quality of the affection.' The
greatest words we speak, perhaps, are the words we speak to the
air

us),

and the sunlight.

"Simply and

silently."

How

You

better to live than that?

don't

about the universal virtues, you live them and keep your
mouth shut. And then follows the most complicated syntactical
talk

movement in the poem, saying this world is not our home, 'god'
may be elsewhere as well, waiting to take us back in and forget
the past.

Fadin leaves Montale's 'real' world, the one with the sense of time
as a steady destroyer, the one where existence, for all its delights,
entropy, an inevitable process of decay, to enter another one.

is

we

we

are "latecomers" to this one, are

lateleavers

If

from the

other?

We read poems

to implicate ourselves.

we walk on both

It's

sides of the line, eternity

landscape on the other. Which

is

how we

easy to do that here, as

on one

live, as

side

and

a daily

he points out to

us so elegantly.

No

how

matter

well a

same thing: is it
didn't know, or does
the

a

poem

is

written,

telegram or

it tell

is it

it

always comes

a recipe? Is

me what do know
I

to

something

in a different

Both are appealing, but only the

bination?

it

down

first

is

I

comtruly

revelatory.

"Visit to Fadin" prose or poetry?

Is

Given the assumption that

'prose should be at least as well written as poetry' these days,

does have
it

up
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a certain cast of eye, a certain

a step

from the ordinary

it

tone of voice that takes

ride of straight prose.

It

has

a cer-

tain

condensation of story

situation that set
ture,
tials

apart.

and enlargement of character and

has a willingness for serious ges-

It

and takes a step back from itself.
and essences. It has the earmarks,

And even

poetry.

which

I

it

line

is

often

have always

and so

'mere' prose,

if it is

It

limits itself to essen-

if

not the eyemarks, of

it's

wonderfully written,

more than enough.

liked the

way

the pronouns shift without warning,

throughout the poem. The first paragraph is in
third person singular, the second is the narrator's observation,
the third is in second person singular, the fourth is half and half,
second and third person, and the last paragraph is in the second
skillfully,

person.

He

him and

him and you sense that he (Fadin)
is still very much with us in the life of the poem, and will
always
be alive to Montale as long as he can speak 'to' him. The gear
changes are so fluid, and the shifts seem so natural, that never is
one put off by what, in lesser hands, would seem a gimmick. It is
a

man

speaking to another

lived his

To

talks of

man

because of the exemplary way he

life.

'know,' to be

sanno as

to

Dante had

among
it

the 'knowers' of this world,

in a slightly different context,

the content, the blessed.

The

is

coloro che

to be

among

stillness that exists at the center of

self-realization, holding fast in the middle.

Know

yourself and

know everything. It is not written down that you should
know 'why.' To exist truly and wisely is to regain splendor
you

will

II

La Bufera, the context for "Visit to Fadin,"
his

Donna,

about her

his Lady, the donna salutifera

(I.B.)

and Her

(Clizia,

is

Montale's book about

'who heals and redeems'

Love, Light). Like

great books,
ultimately religious and, more often than not,
Manichean:
love of light is love of life (in whatever form).
To make my point
—that Montale is a religious poet of a unique sort— let
me go on
to glance at four other poems.
all

it is
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In "Syria,"

from the

comes out

clearly,

poetry/

is

Flashes
if

idiosyncratically.

a stairway to

think Montale does.)

and Dedications section of La Bufera, this

"The ancients

God." Some of us

The poem

is

still

said that

say that.

I

do.

(I

elusive and aphoristic. Allu-

The way we think of real things, the poet as pick-pocket and
pilgrim. "Maybe it isn't so/if you read me." False modesty.
Courtly belittling. "But knew it the day
found the voice for
you again
."When the voice is found, then the right words are
sive.

I

.

/

I

.

in the right order, the ladder

descends and the steps are there.

SYRIA
The
is

a

ancients said that poetry

stairway to God.

Maybe it isn't so
knew it the day

you read me. But I
that I found the voice for you again, loosed
in a flock of clouds and goats
bursting out of a ravine to browse the slaver
of thorn and bulrush; the lean faces
of the moon and sun became one face,
the car was broken down and an arrow
of blood on a boulder pointed
if

the

The

way

to Aleppo.

comes from the wilderness, the lights come together and are one light, they become one face, today is broken
down and useless and the blood of history, the blood of the way
things are, becomes directional and points to The City
voice here

.

.

THE EEL
The

eel,

siren

of the cold seas,

who

leaves her Baltic playground

warm waters, our estuaries,
our rivers, who cuts through their deepest
for our

soundings,

against their angry tides, from branch to branch,

from stem
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to

stem

as they thin.

.

farther and farther inward, snaking
into the heart of the rocky landscape,

worming

through the arteries of slime until one day
a blaze, struck from the chestnut blossoms,
her tracks through the pools of dead water,
the ruts cut out of the cliffs

flares
in

which
the

fall

eel,

away from the Apennines

to the

Romagna;

whiplash, twisting torch,

arrow on earth, which only
our gullies and dried-out, burned-out streams
love's

can lead to the paradises of fecundity;
green spirit that hunts for life
only there, where drought and desolation gnaw,
a spark that says everything starts

where everything

is

charred, stumps buried;

vanishing rainbow, twin sister
to her you set behind your own eyelids
and let shine out over the sons of men, on us
up to our hairlines in your breathing mud
.

and
Perhaps

you can't call
his

.

.

her sister?

most famous poem, and arguably among the handful

of his very best. La

Donna

as temptress. Passion, Plato's mirror

flipped over to silver
I.B., as

I

am

and Aristotle. If 'she' throughout the book is
assuming she is, and if I.B. comes from Canada, as I

assume she does, then she is a "siren/ of cold seas" (Baltic
becomes geographic/metaphoric). The speaker becomes
the land-

scape she invades, and worms to the heart
of until Love strikes
(always in flash and fire). Then we know who

row on earth

—

she

is,

"love's ar-

—

unusual reversal
who can be led to
fruition
again an unusual reversal
and fulfillment only
through the aridity and otherness of his own
being. The eel
a fairly

—

—

brings renewal, the eel brings a transubstantiation
from 'other'
to 'you.' Always the conductor of
electricity. Always the

shaping

force. This time she

s

feminine. This time she's

come

to stay.
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DORA MARKUS
1
It

was

sticks

there,

.

where the wooden

pier

out over the high tide at Porto Corsini
few men, almost without moving, drop

and a
and pull up their nets. With a stab
of your finger, you pointed out the

invisible landfall

across the water, your true country.

Then we followed

the canal back to the city dock,

shiny with soot,
in a

lowland where

was

sinking, flushed of

And

here where an ancient

is

a catatonic April
all

memory.

way

of

life

speckled with a sweet,

oriental anxiety,

your words became iridescent,
of a beached mullet.

Your

fidgeting

like

makes me think

those birds of passage

lamp
on stormy nights.
Your sweetness is

who

also a

the scales

of

crash against the lighthouse

storm

whirling unnoticed,

and
I

its

don't

calms become rarer and rarer.

know how you

resist,

exhausted

in this lake

your heart; maybe
some charm protects you that you keep
near your lipstick pencil,
your powder-puff or nail-file: an ivory mouse;
and thus you survive.
of indifference that
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is

2

Now

in

your

own

.

Carinthia

of flowering myrtle and small ponds,

you look down over the edge to watch
the carp lazily open and close their mouths,
or follow under the lindens, through their bristly
cupolas, the slow assumption
of twilight, and in the water a flare
of awnings from the quay stalls and small hotels.

The evening that's stretched out
over the humid inlet
brings only, along with the

hum

of motors,

the whistles of geese, and an interior
of snow-colored Majolican porcelain
spells

out in the blackened mirror that sees you

altered a story of

and cuts

it

in acid

where the sponge

Your
But

unwavering mistakes,
can't reach.

legend, Dora!

already written in those stares
the men have, with their weak sideburns
it's

and weak mouths, in the great
gold-framed portraits, and it returns
each chord the broken harmonica
declares in the twilight's bruise,
in

always later and
It s

later.

written there.

The evergreen

laurel in the kitchen

survives, the voice doesn't change,

Ravenna

is

far

poison a fierce

What does

it

away,

distilled

faith.

want from you? Don't give up
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your voice, your legend or your destiny
But it's late, always later and later.

.

.

.

A new translation, with one or two additions. It should speak for
itself.

FIESOLE

WINDOW

Here where the unrelenting cricket bores
through silk clothes,
and the odor of camphor fails to rout
the moths that turn to dust in the books,
a bird, in spirals,

up

swings

elm tree where the sun
is trapped among darkened foliage.
Another light that does not brim,
to the

other flashes,

For years

my

O my

scarlet ivies.

Montale poem, and I haven't the slightest
idea of its literal meaning after the seventh line. And, of course,
it's the last two lines that brush in the final ideogram, the abstract one, the one that pulls the observation over into meaning.
Is abstraction worth only what you bring to it? Possibly. Phenomenology? Perhaps. More likely the sudden conjunction of the

human with
The

favorite

the divine (hypostasis), matter with

spirit, light

with

through the impediments of the physical
world, even though that world is green and fructive. One more
light that doesn't flow over, a reminder of the "other flashes"
that go on in the true place of light. It's addressed to his fading
dark.

light can't get

woman, place, object, the human
Dante, the human condition

vicinities,
like
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.

.

.

condition

— always,

Jean Valentine

SNOW LANDSCAPE,
memory

In

A
in

A GLASS GLOBE

IN

of Elizabeth Bishop

thumb's-length landscape: Snow, on a hill
China. I turn the glass ball over in my hand,

and watch the snow
blow around the Chinese woman,
calm at her work,
carrying her heavy yoke

towards the distant house.
Looking out through the thick glass
uphill,

my

she would see the lines of

ball

hand,

unearthly winter trees, unmoving, behind the snow.

No more

.

.

elders.

The Boston snow grays and softens
the streets where you were.
.

Trees older than you,

The snow

is

alive.

over and the sky

Pale, pale blue distance.

there an east?

Is

There,

I

can

we

A

.

.

west?

is

light.

.

A

river?

live right?

look back in through the glass. You,

in

China,

I

can talk to you.

The snow has settled; but it's cold
there, where you are. I would hold you
What are you carrying? Where?

if

I

could.

For the sake of what? through such hard wind

and

light.

— And

you look out to me,
"Only the same as everyone; your breath,

and you say,
your words, move with mine,
under and over this glass; we
and

lived

on the

who were

born

living earth."
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—
Stanley Plumly

TWO MOMENTS, FOR MY MOTHER
1

Lacrimal, clavicle, patella

bones of the body; clusters,

enough

to

make

a

corollas,

pinwheels—

metaphor of meadows. These are the

signs
in the sky, these

heavens

carry water, and fish will

in

which

draw

lines, to piece

man

will, forever,

fly.

Only
to

a

a child

would bother

the dark together, to gather

from the body down,
without pattern.

fireflies— as in a field tonight, black
I

watched hundreds

fill

the air

At a distance they would have made more sense.
But here they were beautiful, they were what they were.
I

try to imagine

what

your body white as

it

will be like

a candle.

I

without you,

cannot connect your death.

Gall-of-the-earth, snow-on-the-mountain,

what
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lasts

is

bone, or

a

small fire in the

memory.

—

2

The

nights

I

don't sleep, like the days

I

sleepwalk

through

am
how

it

sat there, hours, talking, saying

telling the story of the

What you

down on

name,

new moon.

A

the lawn.

can sleep whose bed

The sky in
wind
in first,

my

called a coal-star, red ash soft in the

blows

And who

forehead,

the pain shine, go dark, and cool,

let

how you

still

my

thinking about your hand on

I

the maple

still

sign,

is

you

wind,

said.

not by the window?

turns and turns and

then rain, then a light that

is

lets

the

nothing

but silver off the leaves.

I

I

am

one

alive

because of you.

and in the morning,
penny's worth of fever, the sun is

alive

like a

am

color,

all

night,

then another

—

lily,

alive,

chrysanthemum, dew.
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MAPLES
In a

wheat

field, at

evening, the wheat

green, and torn, a blown red maple
eighty, ninety feet to the crown.
still

.

.

.

The wind, you said, seemed to have crossed
all of Canada to get here, had hit the tree
hard.
Leaves, limbs, almost a whole half gone.

your arms, asleep. We had stopped,
as we had stopped before between small Ontario towns.
You would quarrel about distances,
I

was

in

the setting of the sun. Brampton, Port Elgin.

You were in
And always,
You

told

love, big sky, a
in cold

few

big stars.

country, the dark coming on.

me we were

lost a

week,

my

father so tanked up he dreamed at the wheel.
Some nights we spent the night in the car.

The moon you

called

your honeymoon,

something pure but piecemeal, as that night

webbed

What
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in

the high netting of half a tree.

the wind, you said, had put there.

it

sat

—

—

Brenda Hillman

CHANGEMENT
Twice

I

leapt

across the studio: crooked diagonals.

was the worst dancer, except
for the straw angel on the bench

I

who
I

tightened her shoes with exquisite suffering.

knew one

changement, a

step perfectly,

I

knew

jump

which nothing changes but the back
the arms curve down like parentheses.
Change! the teacher tapped
in

foot;

her cane; her big breasts shook.

The warped Chopin continued
on the little record player
and I resumed my place at the barre
with the other ten-year-olds.

The hand can be made
like a

to flutter

hurt bird while the arm stays straight.

She had the best

girl

demonstrate, the haggard one
with her hair in a knot
she always went off by herself

and twirled her
that
I

icy

made dancing

was

first into

body

to the wall;

look like death.

the dressing

room — sand

and powder, long French words
never saw the dancers of Degas,
ruddy and fat,

I

wiping their faces into old towels;
I

saw the weak

girl try

an arabesque

without the image of the dying
for

bird.

Maxine
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—

FOSSIL
I

used to think everything was

My

a

metaphor.

billion-year-old friend here, fish

with one glazed eye and dagger nose
might stand for memory
or the past,
or old love;
its

body,

salt

and lime

to each scale while

the

is

still

clinging

edged forward

it

in a

shrinking sea

way we dream,

not really moving at

all,

only half there.
Well,

my

pet fish isn't accurate.

The quartz
its

a

that

made

it

permanent has smeared

skin; the granite eyeglass gives the eye

blank and formal look,

slightly less

than perfect

in

death

but not much,

and the tail was lost completely
I suppose some museum has that;
I have what I have, a partial escape,
monster-in-the-sunlight

paperweight.
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Ralph Burns

ONLY ONE

— After a
A

painting by Georgia O'Keeffe

dried blowfish crumbling

watch hung

up on the earth
snow, blue sounds in a cold field,

legends that
like

in a glass bell,

now, a pocket
two gold teeth,

pile

telephone wires singing

and the axle
like flat

I

meant

horns of

a

in

the only thing going

.

.

.

these,

to replace drying in the

brained

happen twice— even

fours

calf,

these things

in

Amarillo, Texas

is

the wind, a few

strings, a little string music.

sun

where

Here

Georgia O'Keeffe was just a little girl by
the fence and the fence spoke back. "Hon,"
it

began

me what

in big
I

orange vowels, "make

really

"No," said the

am — far off,

little girl,

clandestine,

away beyond."

"no, no, no, no, no."
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—

FISHING IN WINTER

A man

staring at a small lake sees

his father cast light line out over

the willows. He's forgotten his
father has been dead for two years

and the lake is where a blue fog
rolls, and the sky could be, if it
were black or blue or white,
the backdrop of

He wades

all

attention.

out to join the father,

following where the good strikes

seem

to lead.

It's

cold.

The shape

breath takes on a cold day

anything else— a
the
a

Oklahoma

rise

hills,

on

is

like

a small lake,

blue scrub

shape already inside a shape,

two songs, two breaths on the water.
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Patricia Y. Jkeda

DATED
The

city stinks of Firestone

and Seiberling.

Occasional operatic sunsets. Drunks wander

down Furnace

My
He

Street.

father drives through Akron, alert for loot.

has

a

magpie heart! (Later

a

hod

of salvaged bricks followed the family

from coast
to raid

We've come
the shut-down office on the
to coast.)

I'm 6 years old.

Twenty

The

tracks.

railroad's nearly dead.

years later

the Rock Island totters, supported

by government money,

12-company consortium.
I'm dated if I say my father was a railroad man.
He used to have a kind of freedom
working at home below his thumb-tacked map,
his mounted rifles; on his old Royal manual
a

informing headquarters of the condition
of plums and iceberg lettuce in Canton.

But even then we heard of switchyard slack,
the rise of semi trucks, and once
he pulled back the door of an entire car

and came home
black water and ammonia.

of rotting potatoes,

drenched

in
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A CARD GAME: KINJIRO SAWADA
1

.

We

the basement kitchen, arranging
hana-fuda cards in suits. He's dressed, as always,
sit in

pajamas. Dead for a decade,
don't mind. Just one more language

in stale blue

we

between

us.

The

small

stiff

cards fan: one year.

Pine, plum, cherry, paulownia, maple.

The words
Both

in

I

know

are ume and sakura.

blossom.

2.

He came from samurai and silk farmers.
He shipped to Hawaii.
He rode a roan horse through Libby's red fields.
He married a girl who cleaned officers' quarters.
He bought a dry-goods store on Cane Street.
He prayed and wrote poetry.
When government agents searched the house
he surrendered his pen-knife.
I

3

met him

twice.

.

The birthday

party: his seventieth year

by Japanese count, 69 + 1 in the womb.
He told me I was born in Year of the Horse
but the good, not the ominous horse.
Still,

I

know no

Japanese would marry me.

I'm supposed to be stubborn.
I

remember how he

I

am.

sat, hieratic,

weighed down by the lei of silver dollars
won by my Vegas-hopping aunts and uncles.
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One more

The

year.

cards are shuffled,

the red-headed stork, the deer,

empty

the

4

field

with no moon.

.

Our

tie is

formal. First grandchild

and old man,

we

sit

His house smells

He

teaches

me

Ten
I've

years.

like

floor.

incense and mold.

name he gave me,

the

brushing Yo-shi-ko

on the

in thick black strokes.

Over my desk

hung the Buddhist prayer he

the Hannyashingyo,

its

copied,

flickering, difficult

characters only a priest can read.
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IMAGINE PARIS
for

1

Mathis Szykowski

.

Imagine

Paris,

you

You sketched an
a dot:

that

said, as

oval, chalked in

your birthplace. No,

remembers

fibers of

an egg.

it's

my

tongue

best, the milky

green almonds.

The Algerian grocer, open late,
showed me how to eat them, crushing
the moist pods in one hand.
2

.

Tell

me

what thread can be
pulled through

slimed scales of the carp

lugged

home on

Fridays,

hunks

of stale bread, the blue

Volvic mineral water,
the tricycle's rusted squeal
in

the courtyard, and you

snipping the yellow star

from your

shirt

and

coat,

walking out the door,
leaving everything

3

—

.

You

say your parents died

Auschwitz, but how can I
understand? Trying to remember,

at

you remember
66

a

song

which the hands wag
and lift, the little marionettes
who spin three times, and run
in

4

off.

.

Help
to

me

imagine that

your father,

life:

his fingernails black

and soft from scraping

furs,

your mother, stitching other women's satin.
What happened to her sewing machine,
the fox-fur neckpiece, the

she blotched with grease

—

silk
is it

shoe
possible

know, and could knowing
do any good?
to
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Josef Peterka

CZECH POETRY: SOME OBSERVATIONS
(Editors' Note: This short essay introduces a selection
of contemporary Czech

brought

poets

Our

thanks

to

to

our attention through the good

him

for help with the selecting

offices of

Miroslav Holub.

and translating

of the

poems and

the essay.)

The poems

some contemporary Czech poets come from

of

"the heart of Europe." In a small country, in an epoch of literary
universalization, this geographical fact is relevant to the colorful

imagery, humanist ideas, and national sense of our poetry.
Czech poetry has existed for almost a millenium. Our literary culture has evolved in

harmony with folkloric traditions. Folk

never restricted experimentation, but it has guaranteed a
natural relationship with the world. Almost every writer since
the 1890s has used polythematic free verse in song forms. Even
poetry oriented to philosophical parables (e.g. Vladimir Holan)
art has

issues

from plebeian themes.

The romantic poet Macha (1810-1836) is a radical pioneer of
modern Czech poetry. He spurned conventional versification
and invoked his imagination in ways that still dazzle us. His

— centering on the tragic conflict between the individual
and society — took on the cosmos and the depths of the psyche as
poetry

viable poetic subjects.

avant-garde, which
esthetic revolt,
tion:

and

art blended

Macha was

is

a

the native apostle of the Czech

characterized by a fusion of social and

democratic conception of literature's func-

with

life

in all its

forms.

Our

avant-garde

sought unity among three strains: proletarian poetry, a surrealist branch, and an anthropological trend, also known as the
poetry of time and silence. Proletarian poetry advocated social
collectivism and attempted "a specific change of the specific"
through the medium of the poem. Surrealism, on the other hand,
stressed playfulness and liberating associations. Anthropological

poetry, born in the anxiety-ridden period of the Depression and

sharply at odds with epicureanism and illusionism, studies our

humanity
creativity.
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in

extreme situations and puts human integrity above

These differentiations sound academic unless we understand that the criteria and continuity of Czech poetry are determined more by individual

artists

than by trends and schools.

The most distinguished writers of 20th century poetry —
Neumann, Wolker, Nezval, Seifert, Holan, Holub, Halas, Zavada

—

affect present-day

developments because they sacrifice
poetic theories for the sake of reality. Their voices are specific
and inimitable.
still

— an ancient crossroads of political
routes — has always responded to

The Czech environment

and commercial
breakthroughs in world literature and has cultivated a tradition
of effective translations, with two marked characteristics: the
interests

quality of translations has always been established by leading
poets, and their translations have never been incidental or com-

on intrinsic sympathies (classic examples are
Apollinaire by Capek and Mayakovsky by Taufer).
Finally, what vectors define the development of contemporary Czech poetry? I would call the new phenomenon of the last
mercial, but based

decade

syncretism.

from pure lyricism and it
breeds metamorphoses of expressions and forms that crystallize
in an overlapping of lyric and epic, with elements
of dramatic
construction.

The

It is

a deflection

poetic language includes fragments of

mono-

logues, dialogues, and principles of factual and political literature. This syncretic inspiration may have a double function;
it

revives the contact of artistic

and

it

verifies

form with a multi-layered reality,
and renders more precise the author's philosoph-

conception of the world. We can trace some of its manifestations in an apparently minor phenomenon, the change in
titles of

ical

collections of poetry.

firm that
code, a

A

list

of

book title is not
dominant metaphor:
a

What

1

a

some from recent years

will

con-

decorative attribute but a kind of

Take with

Me

on

My

Journey

The Bermuda Triangle

A

Flying Saucer in the

Autumn Sky

Crossing the Street at the Red Light
Guillotine

Autobiography

of a

Wolf
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Breakfast in a Cafeteria

Ancient Millet

The Burning

On

of the

Tower

of

Babylon

the Contrary

Interferon

Dad's Hands

The American Account
The Circus
Overpasses

Anchors and Stalks

A

collection of

poems intends

to create a uniformly

composed
whole that develops the starting theme and dominant metaphor
into a system.

And

the

poems themselves

anticipate the public's

understanding, rejecting hermeticism. Distrusting the abstract
perfection of

a priori

structure, these

poems hold

specific objects

before us, study experience, and interpret practice with a

critical

eye. Today, lyric creations are not regarded as

as acts

games but

of moral and poetic responsibility by an authentic author and in
service of social ideas. Poetic value

is

determined by the poet's

capacity to initiate an original and personal relationship with the
object.

translated by
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Dana Hdbovd

Jaroslav Seifert

THE GRAVE OF CASANOVA
when

In the days

seemed

life

a

dream

but wasn't,

when we

foolishly

that days

were

for smiles

and evenings for
a

thought

golden-haired

love,

girl said to

me:

—

Goodbye! And 1 don't want
this flower you gave me.
Put it on the grave
of that libertine, that violator
of girls

who

devoutly

guarded their hot secret
in a

gently closed

lap,

that seducer of virtuous

me

you've told

women

about

so touchingly.

I

said

goodbye

as well,

shook hands,
promised I would.

The storms

in

my

sky have long stopped roaring,

down

the lightning has died
like

candles in a ballroom chandelier.

My

hair

is

whiter

than the ermine

now

in

the copes

that envelop the canons of St. Vitus
as they sit

on

their

wooden

seats

on winter evenings.
I

hadn't forgotten

my

promise,

though a good number of years
had trotted past in their costumes
toward even older costumes.
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when one day
in

I

entered the town

northern Bohemia

where the roses smell of
and you grit your teeth
not on

salt

coal

smoke

or sand

but on black dust.

The

was long dead.
She died quite young
girl

and scarcely knew

They

laid

love.

her out on her gleaming hair

like a saint,

and on her maiden breasts,

two

lightly wilted

inverted water

lily

blooms,

she held a half-open fan
of rose-red gossamer.

And

she was deader

than the sliced-off wing of a swan
killed in the

Royal Deer Park.

Signor Giovanni Giacomo Casanova
de Seingalt

was buried at Duchcov,
somewhere near the cemetery wall
by Saint Barbara's chapel.
The cemetery has been razed
and the grave levelled.
All that's left of the

of Signor
is
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famous adventures

Casanova

the grey color of the long roads,

and of

all

only

spring breeze.

a

his loves

His dust, however, has settled deep
into Bohemia's

soil,

from the city of Venice
which he loved.
far

What's

left to

add to

this story?

Hardly anything.
Except perhaps that

all

our

lives

are one laborious search
for our

own

graves.

translated by

Miroslav Holub and David Young
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Vladimir Holan

LOVERS

I

They're not saying goodbye
they counted on eternity.

yet.

As

They're not saying goodbye
just because it's freezing.

yet.

Maybe

if

They're not saying goodbye yet. Maybe
because they don't want the world to know.

But they

will say

will say after
I've

goodbye.

many

And which

of

them

years: "I won't be back.

been faithful"?

translated by

Dana Hdbovd and
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Stuart Friebert

AND THERE
"Look!" he

said.

"A cemetery

for victims of the Plague,

and

it's

Some

bigger than

trees

helping the
and,

Denmark!

hill

somehow

slope softly,

innocently overlooked,

the bishop-hat blossoms of the spindle trees

shacked up with wild hops.

And

that low wall

took care not to be separated

from the goosegirl minding her

flock

in the stubble-field.

And

there,

lying next to the wall

and waiting to be

really alone:

Shakespeare, before he wrote Hamlet,
as conceived

by Hamlet, after Shakespeare.

.

.
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RESURRECTION
After this

life will

we

wakened

really be

by the blood-curdling screams of bugles and
trumpets?
Forgive me, God, but

I

like to

think

that the start of the resurrection
of

all

will

of us dead souls

simply be marked

by the crowing of

a rooster

We

won't get up right away
The first one up
will be

Mother

.

.

quietly kindling the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

We'll hear her
fire,

quietly putting the kettle on,

and getting the coffee grinder out of the cupboard.
We'll be back home.
translated by

Dana Habova and David Young
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Oldrich Vyhlidal

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE DAY
They say you can look
even by daylight.

My

usually glanced up

at the stars

to

my own

a well,

father, a well-driller,

from the bottom

only to see beneath the skirts of

Frequently luckless

from

in love,

I

girls.

swung down

well-bottom on the rope of booze,

and found that the only things shining there
were not stars but the waters of shame.

And so, at the bottom of the day,
down here where we live on First-Aid
find
am tempted once more
I

like

kits,

I

whip
nowhere

an animal trained with

a

jump from nowhere to
through the hoop of my own words.
to

translated by

Miroslav Holub and David Young
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Donat Sajner

THE FIRST SENTENCE
Always the first sentence.
Making the world was that hard.
I

know

it

was.

Giving

life

That's

how

A

to silence.

lovers start.

sentence that crawls out of hell and blazes

like

straw.

Earth-heavy, sun-light.

And

the first word, just in time.

Heaven's key, star-dew.
The promise of the condemned.

The

first

In a

poem,

sentence deciding.
in

the

way

the world gets made.

translated by

Dana Hdbovd and

Stuart Friebert

Miroslav Floridn

REPORT ON THE FLOOD
Night.

Rustling leaves.

You looked
and

it

Then

thundered.
the sky opened.

So we took our

Brehm
with

and

all

a

God's creatures

handful of stones

for skipping.

morning just
huge ring of water

In the
a

all

around.

We
in a

told stories

strange slow language

Hebrew perhaps

—

—

and white angels

winked
their neon

On

eyes.

the fortieth day

there

was the buzzing

whistled

like a scissors

of silence.

And

I

sharpener!

You blew
smoke
the sour wet wind,

cigarette

into
a

gray dove.
translated by

Dana Habova and

Stuart Friebert
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Josef

Simon

THE FISHERMAN
The way

a

swan's wing

brushes the

when

(perpetuum mobile)

dial

you're tuning a radio

sometimes he dropped the fish from his arms
and tore out his own ribs
and cast them into the universe
and shouted: Carthage Buchenwald Lidice
and the ribs spun around and created a kind of
historical

cosmos

and came back to his hands
and he put them back
and picked up the fish which revived
and lived forever
in the

shape of

thirst.

.

in his

arms

.

translated by

Dana Hdbova and
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Stuart Friebert

Pablo Neruda

THE HEIGHTS OF MACCHU PICCHU
I

From

air to air

sailing along

I

went,

between the

arriving and taking
in the

like

my

an empty net

streets

and sky,

leave

onset of autumn, that generous

coinage of leaves and,

between spring and ripe wheat,
what the greatest love gives us
the

way

the inside of a falling

glove can hand us a

full

moon.

(Radiant days alive in the storm
of objects: steel converted
to the silence of acid:

nights unraveled to the last dust-grain:
tattered yarn of the

wedding country.)

Someone who waited
would

find a

sinking

than

all

world

spiral

its

for

like a

me among

the violins

buried tower

lower

the leaves the color of rough sulphur.

And lower

still,

into geological gold,

sword sheathed in falling stars
plunged a sweet and troubled hand

like a
I

into the genital depths of the earth.

sent

my

between the steepest waves,
fell like a drop of rain through a sulphurous hush
and went down like a blindman into the jasmine
1

face

I

of early spring, humanity's

worn

season.
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II

the high pollen travels from flower to flower
and the rock protects its scattered blossom
If

hammered costume

in a

man crumples

of

diamond and sand,

the petals of light that gather

in the fixed sources of the sea

and

the metal, shaking, in his hands.

drills

And

soon,

among

clothes and smoke, on a buried

table,

the soul

lies

open,

like a

jumbled sum:

quartz and insomnia, tears in the ocean
like little

so he

pools of cold: and that's not enough,

kills it

and tortures it with paper and with hate,
in the rug of the everyday, rips it

smothers

it

in hostile

barbed-wire clothes.

No:

in the corridors of air, sea, land,

who

guards his blood

(like scarlet

poppies) without a dagger? Rage has swollen

the sad trade of the soul-peddler,

and near the top of the plum tree the dew
has been leaving its transparent letter
on the same branch for a thousand years,
the branch that waits and hopes, oh heart, crushed
face

between the hollows of autumn.

How many
or in

a

times

bus or

a

in

the wintry city streets,

boat at dusk,

or in the heaviest kind of solitude

—

that of a festival night

—

under the sound of shadows and
in

the cave of

have

wanted

human

bells,

pleasure,

and look for the fathomless
everlasting vein that I touched once before: in stone
or in the lightning released by a kiss.
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I

to stop

(That part of wheat which,

like a

of small, firm breasts, repeats a

endlessly tender in

its

yellow story

number

germinal cloaks

and always threshing to ivory the same way,
and that part of water which comes

from

its

clear fatherland,

from remote snows
on down to the waves of blood.)
a bell

All

I

could grasp

thrown down

was

a cluster of faces

or masks

hoops of hollow gold,
like the clothes scattered by autumn's wild daughte
that shook the bare tree of the terrified races.
like

had no place to rest my hand
where, gushing like water from a chained spring,
or hard as a nugget of anthracite or crystal,
I

come back to my open palm.
What was man? In what part of his conversation
held among shops and whistles,
in which of his heavy, metallic movements,
heat or cold could

did

life

—

imperishable, indestructible

—

persist?

Ill

The

soul

was ground

granary of

like

corn

lost acts, squalid

in the endless

happenings,

from one to seven, to eight,
and not one death but many came to each:
each day one little death, dust, worm, a light
extinguished in the

mud

at the city's outskirts,

death with fleshy wings
stabbed each man like a short lance,

a tiny

and bread

laid siege to

him, and knives,

the shopkeeper, the son of the harbors, the unknown
captain of the plough, the ratlike one in the crowded
streets:

they were

all

drained by waiting for death,

brief, daily

death:

and their awful loss each day was like
a black cup that they drank with shaking hands.
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IV

Almighty death has beckoned to me often:
it was like salt, unseen in the waves,
and what its invisible tang dispersed
was half like pit and half like pinnacle
or huge constructions of wind and drifted snow.

I

came

of the

to the
air,

edge of the iron blade, narrows

the shrouds of fields and rock,

the starry emptiness of final steps

and the steep

spiral of the

highway:

but oh, great sea of death,

you don't come wave on wave,
you come like a gallop, heard clearly in darkness,
you come like the absolute numbers of night.

You never

rummage

our pockets,
never visited without your red vestments:
your daybreak carpet enclosed in silence:
arrived to

your high and buried legacy of

I

in

tears.

couldn't love that tree in every soul

bearing

its little

autumn on

its

(death of a thousand leaves),

back

all

the false deaths and resurrections

without earth, without abysses:
I

wanted

to

swim

in the largest lives,

the widest estuaries,

and when

little

by

little

men

denied me,

blocking off doors and paths
to

keep

my

fountain hands from touching

wounds of nonexistence,
then went from street to street,
their

I

city to city

river to river,

and bed to bed,

crossing the desert in

my mask

of

salt,

and in the humblest shacks, no light, no
no bread, no stone, no silence, alone,
I

wandered around, dying of

my own

fire,

death.
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V
wasn

you, solemn death, bird with the iron feathers,
that the poor dweller in those quarters carried
It

under

t

hollow skin, among hasty gulps of food:
was a poor petal of worn rope
fragment of heart that wouldn't fight

it

a

his

dew that never touched
This couldn't come back to life, a bit
or the sharp

of
a
I

minor death that has no peace or

bone, a church
lifted

his face.

territory:

dying away inside him.
the iodine bandages, plunged my hands
bell

into the poor sorrows that

smother death,
and found nothing there but a cold wind
that blew through the chinks of the soul.
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VI

Then

I

climbed on the ladder of the earth

through vast tangles of forgotten jungle

up to you, Macchu Picchu.
High city of rocky steps and stairs,
last home of whatever the earth
hasn't hidden in her sleepy clothes.
In you, like parallel lines,

the cradles of lightning and
are rocked in a

Mother

wind

of stone,

mankind

of thorns.

foam

of the condors.

High reef of the human dawn.
Spade

lost in

primeval sand.

This was the home, the very spot:

here ripe kernels of Indian corn

grew up and then

fell like a

red

hail.

Here the gold fleece of the vicuna
was spun to clothe loves, tombs, mothers,
the king, the orisons, the warriors.

Here men's

feet rested at night

next to the feet of eagles,

in

bloodthirsty nests, and at

dawn

the high

walked out with the thunder's feet into thinning
mists

and touched the earth and the stones
in order to know them at night and in death.

I

see the clothes, the hands,

traces of

water

in the

hollow cisterns.
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a wall

worn smooth by

that gazed with

that oiled the

my

the touch of a face
eyes at the lights of the earth

wooden beams with my hands,

gone now: since everything,

clothes, skins, pots,

words, wine, bread,
is

vanished, turned to earth.

And

the air came, fingers of lemon blossom
covering all the sleepers:

thousand years of air, months, weeks of
blue wind and iron mountain ranges,
a

like

gentle hurricanes of footsteps

smoothing and polishing
the lonely district of the stone.
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air,

VII

You dead

of a single chasm, shades of one ravine

the deepest one, as

if

matching

the size of your greatness

came

—

—

you the truest, the most blazing
death, and from the drilled rocks,
from the scarlet capitals of columns,
from the laddered aqueducts,
you tumbled down as autumn does
there

to

into a lonely death.

Today the empty

air

won't cry

or recognize your feet of clay,
forgetting your pitchers that gathered the sky

when

knives of lightning spilled

it

out

and the stout tree was gobbled by fog
and hacked apart by the wind.

That tree held up a hand that suddenly
fell from the heights to the bottom of time.

You don't exist now, spider hand,
weak fibers, tangled web:
everything you were
syllables,

fell

away; habits, frayed

masks of glaring

light.

permanence of stone and word,
the city like a vessel, rose up in the hands

But

a

of everyone, the living, the dead, silent, sustained

by so much death,
a

by so much life
blow, struck by stone petals: immortal rose,

this

Andean

a wall,

a

home:

reef, these icy colonies.
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When

the hand the color of clay

was turned to clay, and the small eyelids closed
and were filled with rough walls and teeming castles,
and when

man

lay

all

tangled in his hole,

there remained this exactness, held
the high site of a human dawn:
a tall

vase to contain the silence,

a life of
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stone after so

many

lives.

aloft:

VIII

Climb up with me, American

love.

Kiss the secret stones with me.

The

Urubamba

silver torrent of the

sends pollen flying to

The empty vine

its

golden cup.

flies too,

stone plant, hard garland,

mountain canyon.
Come, minikin life, between wings of the earth,
while you, oh savage water, crystal and cold,
above the

silent

shattered by

air,

forcing the warring emeralds apart,

come down from the high snows.
Love, love, until night's sudden

from the ringing

flint of

to the red knees of

the

fall

Andes

dawn,

consider this blind child of the snow.

Oh Wilkamayu

of the sounding rain-threads,

when you

shatter your lines of thunder

into white

spume,

when your

like

wounded snow,

bold sea-winds

sing and punish and

awake the sky,
what language do you bring the ear
that's almost uprooted by Andean foam?

Who

caught hold of the cold's lightning
and chained it on the heights:

distributed in
jerking in

beating

its

its

carried in

tears,

quick swords,

veteran stamens,

its

attacked in

its icy

soldier's bed,

its

resting-place of stone?
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What do your
Your

tortured flashings say?

—

secret rebel lightning

travel once filled with

did

it

words?

Who

goes breaking frozen syllables,
black languages, gold banners,

bottomless mouths,
in

your thin

Who

arterial

stifled cries,

waters?

goes cutting the

floral eyelids

watch us from the earth?
Who throws the dead clusters of flowers and
that rain from your cascading hands
that rise to

fruit

to harvest their harvested night
in the geological coal?

Who
Who

knocks

down

the connecting branch?

buries our farewells again?

Love, love, don't touch the boundary
or worship a sunken head:
let

time grow up to

in its hall of

its

height

shattered origins,

and, between rapids and

gather the

air of the

cliffs,

narrow

pass,

the parallel sheets of the wind,
the blind channel of the mountain ranges,
the bitter greeting of the dew,

and climb, flower by flower, through the

thickets,

trampling the serpent underfoot.
In this

craggy territory, stone and forest,

dust of the green stars, sparse jungle,

Mantur erupts
or a

new

Come
up
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to

to the

like a living lake

stage for silence.

my

very being, to

crowned

my own

solitudes.

dawn,

The kingdom

And

of the dead

is still

alive.

across the sundial

the bloodthirsty

shadow

of the condor

glides like a black ship.
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IX
Sidereal eagle, vineyard of mist.

Lost bastion, blind scimitar.
Belt

made

of stars, ritual bread.

Torrential staircase, giant eyelid.

Three-cornered tunic, pollen of stone.
Lamp of granite, bread of stone.
Buried ship, wellspring of stone.

Horse of the moon,

light of stone.

T-square of the equinox, vapor of stone.
Final geometry, book of stone.
Iceberg carved

among

Coral submerged

rainsqualls.

in time.

Finger-smoothed rampart.
Feather-beaten roof.
Branching of mirrors, storm foundation.
Thrones toppled by vines.

Rule of the bloody claw.

Wind-storm propped on

a slope.

Motionless turquoise cataract.
Patriarchal bell of sleepers.

Neck-ring of subjugated snows.
Iron, relaxing on his statues.
Fenced-in, unreachable storm.

Paws of a puma, bloodthirsty rock.
Tower shadow, discussion of the snow.
Night

lifted

Window

up

in fingers

and roots.

to mists, hard-hearted dove.

Night plant, statue of thunderclaps.
Essence of mountain-range, roof of the ocean.
Architecture of lost eagles.

Rope

of the sky, bee of the summit.

Bloody

level,

constructed

star.

Mineral bubble, quartz moon.

Andean
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serpent,

amaranth brow.

Dome

of silence, purest homeland.

Bride of the sea, tree of cathedrals.

Branch of

salt,

black-winged cherry

tree.

Snowcapped teeth, cold thunder.
Scraped moon, threatening stone.
Streaming hair of the cold, gesture of
Volcano of hands, dark waterfall.
Silver wave, time's direction.

air.

X
Stone upon stone, and man, where was he?
Air upon air, and man, where was he?

Time upon time, and man, where was he?
Were you also the battered fragment
man, hollow eagle
that through the daily streets, through footsteps,
through the leaves of ruined autumn
of unfinished

goes crushing the soul down into the grave?
Poor hand, poor foot, poor life
.

The days

.

of unraveled light in you,

on

like rain

.

festival

banners

—

did they yield their dark food, petal by petal,

into your

empty mouth?

human

Famine,

coral,

famine, hidden plant, woodcutter's root,
famine, did your reef-edge
climb to these high and crumbling towers?

I

question you,

show me

salt of

the roads,

the trowel; and you, architecture,

me

grind the stone stamens with a stick,
climb all the steps of air into emptiness,
let

and scratch

Macchu

in the entrails until

I

touch man.

Picchu, did you set

stone upon stone over a rag foundation?

Coal above

coal,

with tears

Fire flaring in gold,

at the

and within

bottom?

it,

the trembling red bloodspot?

Give back the slave you buried!
Shake out from the earth the hard
bread of the poor,

show me

the servant's clothes and his window.
Tell
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me how

he slept

when he

lived here.

Tell

me

if

he snored

mouth gaping

like a

black hole

exhaustion dug out of the wall.
The wall! the wall! If each stone floor
lay

heavy on

his sleep,

in his sleep, the

and

way you

if

fall

he

fell

under

beneath them
a

moon!

Ancient America, sunken bride,

your fingers too,
coming up from the jungle toward the vacant peaks of
the gods
under marriage flags of light and honor
blending with thunder from the drums and lances,

your fingers, yours

too,

that carried the abstract rose

and the lineage of the cold
and the bloody breast of the new grain
up to a web of shining matter, did you too keep,
you too, buried America,
in the depths of your bitter gut,
famine, like an eagle?
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XI

me

plunge my hand
through the bewildering glory
through the stone night, and let there begin to beat
inside me, like a bird imprisoned a thousand
years,
Let

the old forgotten heart!
Let me forget today's joy, wider than the sea,
for man is wider than the sea and all its islands

and we must

fall

into him, as one falls into a well,

to reach the

with
Let

a

me

bottom and rise up again
branch of secret water and lost

truths.

forget, broad stone, the powerful

symmetry,

universal measure,

and

let

down

honeycombed rocks,
my hand slip from the t-square

the hypotenuse of hairshirt and bitter blood.

When,

horseshoe of red beetle-shards, the
furious condor
like a

hammers

at

my

temples

in his flight

and the storm of bloodthirsty feathers
sweeps the dark dust on diagonal stairs,
I

don't see the swift creature

nor the blind cycle of

his claws,

I

see the ancient

I

see one body, a thousand bodies, one

life,

the serf, sleeper in the

man,

fields,

a

thousand women,
under the black wind, blackened with rain and night,
hauling the massive stones of the statues:
John Rockbreaker, son of Wiracocha,
John Eatcold, son of the green star,
John Barefoot, grandson of turquoise,
rise up, brother,
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be born with me.

XII

Rise up, brother, be born with me.

Give

me your hand from

the deep

your griefs.
back from the depths of the rock.
back from underground time.
for your roughened voice.
for your drilled eyes.

territory seeded with

You won't come
You won't come

No coming back
No coming back
Look at me from

the depths of the earth,

farmer, weaver, quiet shepherd;
trainer of sacred llamas:

mason on

a risky scaffold:

water-bearer of Andean tears:
jeweller with bruised fingers:

farmer trembling among seedlings:
potter

among

spilled clay:

bring to the cup of this

new

life

your ancient buried sorrows.
Show me your blood and your furrow,
say to me: here I was whipped
because a jewel didn't shine or the earth
hadn't yielded

its

grain or stone on time.

on which you stumbled
and the wood on which they crucified you,
kindle the old flints for me,
the old lamps, the whips
that stuck to the wounds through the centuries,
Pick out the stone

and the bright axes stained with blood.
I come to speak for your dead mouth.

You silent scattered lips,
come join throughout the
and speak to
as

me from

earth

the depths of this long night

we were anchored here together,
me everything, chain by chain.

if

tell
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by link and step by
sharpen the knives you
link

put them into

my

step,
hid,

chest and into

my

hand,

like a river of

like

yellow lightning,
a river of buried jaguars,

and

let

me

cry, hours, days, years,

blind ages, stellar centuries.

Give

me

silence, water, hope.

Give

me

struggle, iron, volcanoes.

Fasten your bodies to mine

Come

into

my

Speak through

like

magnets.

veins and into

my

mouth.

my words

my

blood.

and

translated by

WO

David Young

O

Diana

Hehir

INFANT
The head tilts back, like a heavy leaf, the eyes sew shut
With a row of grains, the hand wavers under the chin,
fingers

Splayed; this

way

Exactly the

No

is
I

remember

it;

navy-blue

syllable different;

Boiled eyes, and cuckoo-mouth, cuckoo
Child;

all

Recognition printed on the

Of

cells

the primitive body-chart.

Every night that month
It

known.

of us always have

was fragile, creased
was mislaid;

dreamed the baby was born.

like

I

had forgotten to feed

I

woke

up,

I

an overseas envelope;

it

it.

moved my awkward

belly into the

bathroom.
Stood gasping

at the

edge of the washbasin.

I

would

never

Be used

to this.

And when

I

picked up the real baby

heavy weight between

my arm

it

settled

and

my

its

body

Like a sullen beanbag.

Turned
Pulled

its

me

face against

into

me.

it.
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HOSPITAL VISITING
Past the self-opening doors, the blonde lobby
with its
easeful of dolls and flowers, rubber-sealed elevator,

ward

gate.

And once again Pm in the tan fear world
Where today you're a minor case in a patterned
drug dispenser stuck

shirt, plastic

in

night-

your

shoulder.
I

kiss you.

We ve

been married twenty-five years next month.

In this hospital

one of our children
three weeks.
His jaw may not grow,

The doctor

said.

You almost

Almost died

here.

And you

me

tell

I've

lay

on

died here.

his back for

I

been too far away that whole

time.

Fording these floors with their signs:
Walk
Carefully.

The

cat,

And you

you in my hospital
weather, our children.
I

talk at

tell

The whole

me

I've

time. No,

Slippery, Cautious,

visiting voice:

been foundering
I

say,

I

was

here,

I

was

trying,

(Visiting

Hours are

over),

rowing down acres of reflecting

hallway

Toward a patient whose hands examined
The metal rails of his bed.
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CHARLOTTE
" You did right to hold fast to each other,"

I said,

—
floors of our

if

the

and could hear me.

monster-splinters were living things,

The

as

Jane Eyre

house

Are patterned like the cracked shiny face of the moon.
The wind comes under the doors and lifts the carpet.

My

dead

sister

is

a child of night,

her heavy hair

Flung out on the dark two-o'clock sky, makes
across the

moon.

The tangled strands
Pull her

a scarf

cheekbones

catch in the

air's ice splinters.

taut.

Her eyes open against the patterned sky.
She holds out her hand to me; our fingers touch.
I

I

bank the fire in the study,
and write my name.
write, Yes,

You did
To hold
To each

well,

some kind
I

tell

of

sit

down

life is

the people in

in front of

it,

here.

my

story

fast

other.
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Laura Jensen

DULL WINTER
Could you hear
fire from water, smoke from fog,
gravel from leaves underfoot?
See
a pine tree
a

stubby top

from

a slipper?

Could you
leaves in

Is

with

the

cottonwood
the cup from tea?
tell

moon

in the tree

where the sun was,
and the wind in the leaves
like someone on the porch?
Did you know, Kublai Kahn
rushed down to the sea
of japan, and the vessels

sank there to the slugs
and plumes to be treasure?
In

what language

did this not occur?
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CROWSONG
One dropped

a love

from the sky

to the road

so

I

note

rushed out

for the billet-doux:

butcher paper

from 37 cents worth of

pickle loaf.

When handed the postman
my book of poems
I

was nothing. Later
while fluffs of late fat snow
there

hurried through sunlight

from the branch.
We want to eat your eyes,
they thought, when you are dead.

crows looked

He

in

crossed the water

with shadow, dipped

in

and swam, came up blacker
than ever, and he wants more.

So he hides

among

in the pine

the pale splash

of the needles

and croons of the bubble
he found there.
Once one crow finds a pearl
in

an oyster

it

chuckles

underwater forever more.

That crow knows we watch
as he dodges on the chimney top.
He wants the coals
that should glow down there,
the shiny red coals.

He

wants.

CATS THAT ARE NOT MINE,
IN BLACK AND WHITE
The

something

cat cries

her sleep, a laughing
cry I cannot understand.
in

Whenever we sleep
we want to feel the way
appears to feel

a cat

whenever

sleeps.

it

The black cat saw me
home with stalks of weed
tailed

me

five blocks

to the store, kept

with

in sight

his

me

head

around the door.

And Blanca followed me
when it was bleak.
I

ran from her domestic scene.

Creme

cat

buzzing

in

my

lap.

Small white insanity
(I
I

said to her)

am

that

on a
with

not so very wild

do not want something
hot steamy theme

I

a cookie.

Coffee

at four for solitary

people.

Slow tap

of the rain.

When

the dog barks

with the whole dog

may
a
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the tree have

whole

cat

up

it.

DULL BROWN
Hard

to

wish

the fragments of the jam jars
cleared of their spattered shadows,

and the sky again naive
or at least blase or calm with buds,
the dishes and tea cups
set

numerous and numinous

on whole mats and whole saucers,
and all the china dolls
offered back their small fingers,
offered back their hollow skulls.

Easier

a bird flies

by

by smug because
builds a nest out of nothing

and
it

when

flies

and builds

out of love,

a shell

the love that pecks
chip chip so

mindlessly to

the love with

But when

Hard

away

I

its

at hearts
itself,

gliding experience.

step out

I

begin to sob.

wish
for the wings of an angel, easy
to wish for the wings of a bird
when they are and I am not and
so hard to be human, so hard.

I

to

flew once, with a

it is

lot of help,

over Saginaw, Michigan. As oars
feather water, so

by wind over

snow was feathered

Saginaw
and up rose from large farmhouses
a feeling like

fields of

kitchens of bread.
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Nothing so

and brown and dull
could be heartless. Of Saginaw,
that is all I know. Only that
and the sight of some sound fences.
flat

There's the same dull brown
on the best wing, on the best trunk
of a tree.
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